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KY GED PASS RATE IS 82%!!

That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!

Come on In and let es help you earn your GED!We are at 92 Chestnut St. in Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to help yes!
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Chestnut pedestrian bridge replaced
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Todd: If weather
cooperates, 121 Bypass
completion date
can be November

Waterlogged

In March, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet District I
Chief Engineer Michael McGregor made sure to insert a
few words when discussing the
Kentucky 121 Bypass project
to an audience of community
and business leaders in Murray.
He said it
could be completed by this
fall, "if the
weather conditions hold."
Anyone
familiar with
Calloway
County's
weather patTodd
terns
since
that day knows that this has
not been the case, especially
as of late. In fact, the county is
coming off its wettest month in
history, as 18.43 inches of rain
— four times the normal amount
— fell in July. So, needless to
say, projects such as the 121
Bypass have experienced more
than their share of delays.
However, on
Tuesday,
KYTC District 1 Public Information Officer Keith Todd said
that it still looks favorable for
a fall completion of the project
that will result in a much wider path for motorists to take
between Coldwater Road and

Veue el else nut
You saw with your own eyes
the great trials, the miraculous signs and wonders,
the mighty hand and outstretched arm, with which
the LORD your God brought
you out. The LORD your
God will do the same to all
the peoples you now fear.
Deuteronomy 7:19
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Skinner
takes helm
of MCTA

By JOHN WRIGHT
lwright@murrayledger corn

See 121 BYPASS Page 3A
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WHAT'S INSIDE

By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledgercom

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Joshua Sloan of Murray, 7, is shown Tuesday afternoon as he is engulfed by water streams while using the
Owens Station Spray Park at the Murray-Calloway County Pool inside Central Park. Tuesday marked the final
day of use for the 2016 season for the pool Itself, but the spray park will remain open as long as high temperatures are forecast to reach at least 80 degrees.

The search by the Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority for a new executive
director came to an end Tuesday morning when the board selected Rodney
Skinner, current interim director for
?ACTA,for the vacant position.
Skinner, who has worked for the
MCTA since 2004,has been at the helm
since the departure of former director
Bjarne Hansen at the end of February.
Skinner said he was relieved the board
finally came to a decision and said he
was looking forward to getting to work
now that the search has come to a conclusion.
"I've just been taking it day by day,"
he said. "I definitely had a leg up on
(other candidates) because I was already in house and had been with Bjarne working, so I knew the job a little
better.
"I'm glad (the search) is over, and
I am glad the board has faith in me to
take the position and keep things going
here at MCTA."
Other items noted by the board
during its monthly meeting was a de). See SKINNER Page 7A

Third and Maple project
excites soon-to-be tenant
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger corn
Kendall Young is now just days away from becoming
one of downtown Murray's newest residents, and she cannot hide her excitement.
Young, in fact, is expected to begin that process sometime this weekend as she lays claim to one of five newly-created apartments inside the former office of accountants Red Howe and Rick Melton at the intersection of
Third and Maple streets.
"I am so ready to move in here," Young said as a big
smile came across her face as she stood inside the upstairs
unit she will rent at the site that is nearing the end of a total
renovation that began last fall. "I saw it (after the unit was
well out of its rather worn appearance from the beginning
stages of the project) and, within three or four days,! called
(Greenspace Properties Co-Member Tony Nolcox)and said
I was ready to talk about renting it.

Call today to subscribe!

270-753-1916

See THIRD AND MAPLE Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Greenspace Properties Co-Member Tony Noicox, second from left, speaks to a group Friday
afternoon in the kitchen area of an apartment Inside the former Howe & Melton accounting
office at Third and Maple streets in downtown Murray. City of Murray Mayor Jack Rose,far left,
Is also shown with Murray resident Roger Reichmuth and Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce President/CEO Aaron Dail, far right.
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Motorists should be aware of changes this week
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By DAVID SNOW
edttor@murrayledger.com
August is always a special time of year
in Murray, when returning and new students come to campus at Murray State University.
With the excitement of a new term
comes an onslaught of traffic as students
and their families bring their belongings for
a four-month stay.
The Great Beginnings back-to-school
event will take place today and Saturday
across the MSU campus. All motorists
should be'more aware of heavier traffic and
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more pedestrian students going to the many lutely necessary, due to possible congestion
events taking place in association with the with move-in both Wednesday and Saturstart of a new school year.
day," said MSU Director of CommunicaThe MSU Police Department issued an tions Shawn Tooney. "We don't anticipate
advisory about the growth in car and foot the traffic on Thursday and Friday being as
traffic around campus, warning motorists to high as the two move-in days."
be extra careful when driving in that area.
For more information about the Great
The release encouraged motorists to take Beginnings program, visit murraystate.
alternate routes and avoid Chestnut Street, edu, and under the "Quick Links" heading
Kentucky 121 Bypass and Waldrop Drive, near the top, click on "Great Beginnings"
adding that Waldrop Drive will be closed to to view a complete schedule and itinerary.
through traffic.
There is also contact information for the
"Generally speaking, we'd encourage Great Beginnings coordinators.
individuals to avoid those areas as menThose needing to contact the MSU Potioned in the traffic advisory, unless abso- lice Department can call 270-809-2222.M
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms, mainly after 1 p.m.
Partly sunny, with a high near
89. East wind 3 to 6 mph.
Tonight: A 20 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms before 1 a.m.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 74. Light southeast
wind.
Thursday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after
1 p.m. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 89. South southeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Thursday Night: A 20
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 74.
South southeast wind around
5 mph becoming calm in the
evening.

Friday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 88. South wind 3
to 6 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 73. South wind 3 to 5
mph.
Saturday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 85.
South wind 3 to 6 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 71. Light south
wind.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 83. South wind 5 to 7
mph.
Sunday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 69. West wind
around 5 mph becoming calm
in the evening.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
82. Calm wind becoming
northwest around 5 mph in
the afternoon.
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos
Kendall Young smiles Friday afternoon as she stands on the balcony of what will soon be her apartment unit at Third
and Maple streets in downtown Murray. Young was part of a tour that Tony Nolcox of Greenspace Properties hosted
for both prospective renters and people just wanting to see how this project has progressed.

•THIRD AND MAPLE...
From front

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Pedestrians inside Chestnut Park once again have a
wooden bridge to use in crossing a retaining pond at
the far southern end of the park.

Parks personnel replace bridge
destroyed by-heavy rainstorm
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murraytedgercom
Walkers and runners who
use a paved trail that meanders
through Chestnut Park in Murray can once again safely cross
the waters of a retaining pond
near the southern edge of the
facility.
County
Murray-Calloway
Parks Director Lindsey Harlan
said Tuesday that a wooden
bridge that spans that area once
again is in place. This structure
replaced one that was destroyed
the night of July 3 or in the early morning hours of July 4 when
Murray and Calloway County
were struck by a heavy rainstorm that dumped about 5.50
inches in most areas.
"We had neighbors who live
over by that part of the park say
that they have never seen the
water as high as it was then. It
came over the retraining wall
( along Sharpe Street)," said
Harlan of the raging waters that
eventually hammered the wooden bridge. It is believed that the
waters were so strong that they
dislodged support pilings beneath the bridge,causing its immediate closure and subsequent
demolition.
Work to replace the bridge
was delayed while Parks & Rec-

reation officials determined if
insurance the agency possesses
could cover the damage. Eventually it came to be known that
such structures in the park are
not covered, meaning this cost
the park nearly $900.
However, as Harlan noted,
Parks & Recreation had an advantage.
"We didn't have to get anyone else from outside the (agency)," she said of the skills of
Maintenance Director Steve
Wilhelm and his staff, who were
able to handle the replacement
operation less than two weeks
ago. "This shows what a great
asset we have to this park that
we have a maintenance guy as
talented as Steve on staff and he
and his group did a great job in
getting this handled quickly.
"We have regulars who come
to this park nearly every day
and use this trail, as well as the
bridge, so we knew they were
wanting to get back to being
able to use that trail. We also
have others who drive by the
park see the trail and immediately want to walk on it because
it looks so good to them. Almost
any time of the day, I can look
out of my office window (along
Payne Street) and see people on
that trail. Absolutely we had to
get this fixed."

"This is going to be so neat.
I'm within walking distance
of everything down here. It's
gong to be very easy to walk
to work every day (inside the
Robert 0. Miller Conference
Center, next door) and I am
close to the (Downtown Saturday) Farmers Market. I
can walk over there and get
things now."
Such words are exactly
what Murray Main Street
Inc. Manager Deana Wright
wants to hear in regard to
this project, which is being
seen as downtown's first
major development since a2014 year that could be best
described as dismal, That
was when a building collapse at the corner of Fourth
and Main streets resulted in
the eventual demolition of
several buildings total, followed by a fire in July that
destroyed half of the west
end of the court square,along
with other structures along
Maple Street.
"It's our first actual finished product. We're calling it the 'building block,—
Wright said. "The thing
about this, though, is that
we have talked about doing
something like this for years,
because we have felt it was
important to gain that presence back, beyond just having businesses but having
people actually live downtown.
"This is great because
we don't have a large number of people living downtown right now,and I look at
(Young) and she is the epitome of what we're trying to
do. She's one of the young
professionals of this town
(Young is director of Marketing and Communications for
the Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau) that we can
see not just working down-

NOW CARRYING

town but living here,too,and
with a few more additions of
retail establishments downtown, we're going to have
it where the people that live
here just about don't have to
go anywhere else."
Nolcox, who led Friday's
tour, said that gathering was
the 12th such activity that
has happened in the past
several weeks as interest has
swelled as the community
has noticed the project getting closer to its conclusion.
Most of the exterior work is
complete, which includes a
new spruce green paint job
with white trim on windows
and the front entrance that includes several column.
"The whole community
seems involved with this,
and you can feel that there's
something they feel is special
about it," Nolcox said, noting
that he and his group have not
felt pressure with the project,
despite its symbolism as a
major piece of downtown's
comeback from 2014."Actually, that has made the project more enjoyable for us.
"We've heard from a lot
of people who may have
known (the accountants) or
been clients here and lot of
people had seen the building
before we started working on
it. They are just amazed with
what we've done."
Equally amazing, Nolcox
says, is that two of the five
units now have been claimed
by renters.
"That's unusual. We haven't even really tried to sell
these yet," he said.
Two other downstairs areas will occupy space for
offices, including those of
Greenspace Properties.
Another member of the
tour Friday was Murray
Mayor Jack Rose, who said
he visited the site before the
renovation began last year.
"Yeah, I went into it. It
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This is one of the bathrooms included in an apartment
unit of the refurbished former Howe & Melton accounting
office in downtown Murray.
was an absolute mess," Rose
said. "I think they have done
a really good job with this,
and I think it is a foundation
for what we can do here in
the future. This is going to
help businesses to see what
can happen if they will take a
chance on downtown.

Calloway County is the best
place to live in Kentucky outside of Lexington,according to a
poll released this week by Niche.
COM.

The poll ranks Calloway sec-

ond to Fayette. Jefferson, McCracken, Warren, Boone, Daviess, Oldham, Campbell and
Hardin counties rounded out the
top 10. Counties were ranked by
Niche.com based on several factors and different weights given
to those factors. Cost of living
was 15 percent of the ranking,

GLOBAL USA, LLC, Mailing address P.O sor
3268 Paducah, KY 42002. Hereby declares intention(s) to apply for•Quota Retail Package, NQ
Malt Beverage Package, Sampling (s) no later than
August 17th 2018, The Business to be licensed
will be located at 1600 North 12th Street, Murray,
KY 42071 Doing business as Global Wine &
SpiritaThe(ame(s); Principal Officers and
Directors; Limited Partners; Sr Members)are as
follows: Member, Pardeep K Rachan of 4001
Alameda Crescent, Paducah, KY 42001, Member,
Vinod Shards of 160 Cascade Drive, Paducah, KY
42003 Any person, amsoeiation, corporation,
or body politic may protest the granting of the
license(s) by writing the Dept of Alcoholic
Beverage Control. 1008 Twilight TraiL
Frankfort,Et 40004-8400, within 80 days(KR8

—0111411111aAndataid.thialssalinhliaaliosh—
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Chestnut St. • Murray,
www.murrayhomeandauto.cam

"(Friday) was a great day
to me,seeing our group get to
see what this looks like now,
and it really looks good in
there. To have developed this
so close to the court square.
I think it is a model for others to use for doing their own
things here." NI

Niche.com ranks Calloway second-best place to live in Kentucky
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledger.com
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while education, public schools
and real estate each provided 10
percent. Diversity, health and fitness, nightlife and shortest comment each weighed 7.5 percent
of the ranking, while crime and
safety, family amenities, jobs,
outdoor activities and weather
each factored 5 percent.
Calloway, McCracken and
Warren counties were the only
ones among the top 10 listed
from the western half of the state.
Other Jackson Purchase counties
included Lyon County, ranked
11th; Marshall. ranked 16th;
Graves, 25th; Carlisle, 37th;
Trigg, 49th; Ballard, 50th; Fulton,68th; and Livingston, 74th.
More information on this poll
and other "best places to live"
polls can be found at www.niche.
coin. 111
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Rental runaround

My husband and I had to rent a car on a recent trip to Florida. When we tried to pay with
ourdebit card,the attendant told us he would
have to pittour credit report if we used debit
instead of credit, He said all rental car companies operate that Way,because there was concern about people stealing the cars and closing
their checking accounts. Is this true? We're
trying to take control of our money using your
plan, and we don't want to get a credit card if
we don't have to.
Michelle
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Dear Michelle,
No,it's not true that all rental car companies operate that way. I have a debit card
I use to rent cars everywhere I go, and I've
never experienced anything like that.
There still may be a few oldie smaller
rental car companies that don't take debit
cards, but him telling you credit cards are
the only way anyone rents a car without a
big credit check hassk is a bunch of crap.
When you're setting up your reservation in the future, verify in advance that
you're dealing with a company that accepts
debit cards and that there are no ridiculous
strings attached. Then,if you don't like the
terms and conditions, go to another rental
company.
But don't take a chance on wrecking your
total money makeover by running out to get
a credit card for something silly. It's just not
worth the risk!
—Dave
Adjustable rate mortgage

And so it begins

Dear Dave,
Considering all the market volatility, why do
banks offer adjustable rate mortgages? How
did they come into being?
Anonymous
Dear Anonymous,
I was in the real estate business in 1978,
and that was the year fixed rate mortgages went to 10 percent for the first time in
history. It created all kinds of chaos, but
that wasn't the worst of it all. By 1981,rates
were as high as 17 percent. Banks were
paying 10 to 12 percent on savings accounts,
but they were making just five percent back
from their products. Essentially, banks began looking for a way to prevent themselves
from losing money in the future. Out of that,
the adjustable rate mortgage was born.
With the adjustable rate mortgage (or
ARM),banks offer a lower interest rate
in the beginning to grab your attention.
Then, when rates adjust they adjust up.It
transfers risk to the consumer,and puts the
homebuyer in a position where they're at
the mercy of the markets when it comes to
the amount of their mortgage payments.
Adjustable rate mortgages are a bad, bad
deal. If you currently have one I'd encourage you to refinance now!
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice
on money and business, and CEO of Ramsey
Solutions: He has authored seven best-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is heard
by more than ii million listeners each week
on more than 550 radio stations and digital
outlets. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar,
provides a free online budget tool. Follow
Dave on Twitter at @DaveRamsey and on the
web at daveramsev.com.

Photo provided
The first dirt work Is evident on the grounds where a spec building is planned for
construction Inside Industrial Park West on Murray's north end. The building Is a pet
project of the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation, with the
ultimate goal being for the building to attract industry seeking a place to establish itself
with a new facility. The building is expected to be completed sometime In 2017. Hopes
are for a company to have committed to using the building by that time.

IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN!
Dear Loyal Readers:
Please take a few minutes and let us know
what you think. It's important to us to continue
to improve your newspaper.
Thank you for your time ancl loyalty.
A N1RR4Y
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Traffic is shown Tuesday afternoon on the Kentucky 121 Bypass near the area of recently-installed traffic signals at the intersection of North 16th Street in Murray. Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Area 1 Public Information Officer Keith Todd said Tuesday that the project to have both the east and westboud lanes of the highway is slated
for completion during the month of November.
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•121 BYPASS completion date.
From front
North 12th Street as it passes
the extreme northern edge of
the Murray State , University
campus.
"It's looking like we're still
on track for the fall, though it
could be the later part of November," Todd said, explaining
that road construction language
can be a bit confusing."People
hear a certain date for completion, but it's different for
some contractors. Some may
go by a determined deadline
and just try to meet it no matter
what, but others go by 'working days,' where they're not
charged (a penalty for missing
deadline) for days they miss
because of, say, the weather.
That's where things get a little
more sticky."
No matter the contractor,
though, Todd said the weather conditions so far this year
have been anything but ideal
for such a project. He also addressed some complaints he
and other KYTC officials have
received in regard to the slow
pace of the 121 Bypass project.
"We have heard a lot of people tell us,'Well.! haven't seen
Please support the

anybody working out there for
a long time.' Well, when you
can't do any work, there's no
point," Todd said, observing
that looks can be deceiving
when it comes to how dry or
wet an area appears at a construction site. "Especially with
grade or drain work, you've got
to take into account the type of
soil that's in place. What we've
been having to do a lot of (for
the 121 Bypass project) is setting elevation, where we're

having to dig out the dirt, then
fill it back with rock.
"We run into these problems
in many places, especially Owensboro, which has clay. Once
it's wet up there, we have no
choice but to just wait, and our
people hate having to do that.
The point is, though, that a lot
of people don't realize how wet
a place is. It can look great, but
then you get up on it and realize it's still very soupy and you
can't do anything with it." II
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Call today to schedule
your appointment
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GET ENTERED INTO A DRAWING FOR A FREE 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION*

Free Hearing Screening

°The survey must be fully completed for your name to be entered
No purchase necessary Forms can be picked-up at our front desk.
No entries received past August31.2016 will be entered into the drawing.
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30 day Trial Purchase
Name:

United
Way
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of
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Your Gift Matters!

STONE-LANG CO
Hearing Rehabilitation

Please moll your survey to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,KY 42071,
or drop it offat our office located at 1001 Whitnell Ave. In Murray.
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The (Frankfort) State Journal on Matt
Sevin and Andy Beshear not getting along:
We don't expect politicians from opposing political parties
to get along, much less work together these days. What we
should still demand is that they don't conduct their squabbles
on our dime.
Since Gov. Matt Bevin and Attorney General Andy Beshear
took office,there has been a nonstop,triangular battle between
the current governor, the attorney general and his father, former Gov. Steve Beshear.
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We'd like to see a cease fire.
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Gov. Bevin's bold moves of doing away with the Board of
Trustees at the University of Louisville and shaking up the
current Retirement Board have been countered by the attorney
general's office in court.
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At the same time, Beshear the elder has squared off with
Bevin on his revamp of Medicaid. Former First Lady Jane
Beshear has also conspicuously been removed from both the
Kentucky Horse Park Commission (Bevin administration's
call) and the name of the Capitol Education Center (Bevin
calls bull on even asking whether he was responsible).
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Now the Bevin administration has put a law firm under contract at a reported price tag of $500,000 in public money over
the next two years to assist with investigating his predecessor.
While some of Bevin's moves appear drastic, if not unprecedented, we will postpone judgment on the merits or legal
grounds for another day. We will also withhold drawing conclusions from Beshear's early court victory.
What we are certain of is the real issues involved are ones
we need our leaders to wort hard on solving.
Medicaid expansion has provided health care for thousands
of uninsured Kentucky residents, but a bill for that in the hundreds of millions is looming once federal subsidies recede.
The abolishment of the current UofL board raises some troubling legal questions, as outlined by Judge Phillip Shepherd,
but there is no doubt that some change likely needed to be
made.
These are open for debate,and possibly even legal interpretation. But the onslaught of rancor and seemingly petty posturing is not leading us toward answers. It is costing taxpayer
money and intensifying the already harsh light we too often
cast in.
It would behoove everyone involved to concentrate more
on who they are working for, rather than who they are fighting
against.
This article was originally published in the State Journal ofFrankfort and comes courtesy of the Kentucky Press
News Service.M

LETTERS POLICY
/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071,faxed to (270) 753-19127 or emailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
it Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have name, address and
phone number.
/ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must
be typed or legible.
/ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent
contributors to the Forum Page.
/ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out
sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a
whole, will not be accepted.
/ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions
of the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger
& Times staff.
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Portraits explore symbiotic aspects of care giving
Life is no fairy tale, trailing
down a golden path to happily-ever-after. Neither is it a socalled reality show, with shots
set up in advance and makeup
re-applied between takes.
For artist Gaela Erwin,life is
a bit of both those worlds, with
her portraits a constructed fantasy that reveals some of life's
underlying complexities. Most
recently, the exhibition "Gaeta
Erwin: Mother" examines the
interdependency of the mother-daughter relationship, exposing the winding path of the journey, when aging and dementia
caused the two to switch roles.
Currently on view at University of Louisville's Cressman
Center for Visual Arts, "Gaels
Erwin: Mother" chronicles the
dwindling days of Constance
Erwin, who died in 2014. When
the mother began her descent
into dementia, Gaela and her
sister divided the responsibilities. With Gaela in Louisville
and her sister in Virginia, the
two were equidistant from their
mother's home, an eight-hour
drive.
When her sister moved to
California, Gaeta stepped up
to the challenge. The intensity
of caregiving demanded much
of her time, including monitoring finances, taking care of
house repairs, making doctors'
appointments for mom and
vet appointments for her pets.
Sometimes,the mother resented
Gaela's help.
"She felt betrayed," Gaela
said. "She'd always managed

relaxed
in
her own affairs."
About halfway through a repose, her
five-year stretch of caregiving, beauty still
Gaela felt emotionally wrecked. evident, as if
Fortuitously, a grant oppor- the bride detunity was available, and she cided to sleep
managed to take some time to through the
study classical portraiture in last dance.
"P o r Rome. Her purchase of a camera restored some of the balance trait of My
in
between her and her mother be- Mother
cause the camera made it easy her Wedding
for her mother to be featured in Dress" is a Main Street
large
Gaela's artwork.
pas- By Constance
Alexander
"She loved it," Gaela re- tel, 72 by
called, adding that her mother 45
inches, Ledger & Times
Columnist
had been an artist model in her almost largyouth.
er than life,
"I could pose and re-pose and vigilant
her.This gave me the opportuni- viewers might be convinced that
ty to paint and to get more infor- they can see a slight rise and fall
mation as she posed. She loved of the mother's chest, as if she
the attention, and I loved that is still alive.
she was so willing to help me."
The works in the exhibition
Gaeta found costumes and are pastels composed on sandprops around the house,includ- ed paper. According to one of
ing her mother's wedding dress. the labels, Gaeta Erwin often
That portrait in the "Mother"ex- uses her fingertips to work the
hibition is one of the most com- paper and re-work details, often
pelling at the Cressman Center. resulting in "the loss of her finConstance is reclining, asleep gertips, another form of identity
on a couch, oblivious to the transformation."
Among other stunning pieces
small dog resting on her legs.
She doesn't fill out the gown; it in the show,"Self Portrait with
gaps at the neck and the lustrous Mother and Lacey" features
folds of the satin skirt spill onto mother and daughter.(Lacey is
the carpet. Her bare feet are the scraggly dog.) Both womthose of an old woman, veined en wear fur coats and gloves,
with thick, curled toenails. Her a throwback to a time when
head rests on the pillow, silver such accessories were a sign of
hair in place, and the red lip- power. The dau.ghter's eyes cut
stick contrasts with her pale to the left, jaw clenched, her
skin. This is no character from mouth tight with tension. The
a melodrama, no crazed Miss mother holds a lily and stares
Havisham. Constance appears blankly ahead, face slack. If

these two are headed to a ladies'
lunch, there won't be much
pleasant chitchat.
All of the pieces in the Cressman exhibit are a tribute to the
symbiosis of mother and daughter. In life, Gaels has been a
caregiver to two husbands who
died - one of cancer and one
from heart failure - but caring
for her mother helped her explore new artistic territory. The
posing seemed an undoing of
her mother's dementia,a deconstruction of the public persona
that stripped away,the armor.
The artist sees
her art as
a form of psychoanalysis. "It's
a kind of therapy," she admitted,"a form of healing,which is
sometimes just a way to laugh
at yourself."
"Gaela Erwin: Mother" is
on view at the Cressman Center at 100E. Main St. in Louisville until Aug. 13. The exhibition is an introduction to
a major showing of her work,
entitled "Reframing the Past,"
available through Oct. 30 at
the Speed Art Museum.
For more information
about the artist, go to www.
gaelaerwin.com. Information
about the exhibition at the
Speed Museum in Louisville
is available at www.speedmuseum.org/exhibitions/gaela-erwin/.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@twccorn.

McConnell Scholars at Murray State
So, Dr. Kathy Callahan
asked me to address some 40
McConnell Scholars from the
University of Louisville visiting the Murray State University campus. The delegation
from Louisville is under the
direction of Dr. John Kleber,
the editor of "The Kentucky
Encyclopedia" and "The Encyclopedia of Louisville,"
among many other publications. Dr. Kleber was our
Department of History's first
Dr. James C. Hammack Jr.
Scholarship Banquet speaker
all those years ago, a great
friend of our department and
our university.
Dr. Staci Stone, the dean
of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts, and I are to
discuss the history of Murray
and Murray State in the Jackson Purchase and the larger
region. What exactly should
a member of the Murray
State University Department
of History tell these bright
young scholars about our university and our fair city and
the role we have played in the
development of this end of
the commonwealth?
When Rainey T. Wells
slapped down the $117,000 in

Frankfort,the coup d'etat that
insured that Murray would be
the location for a new normal
school in far western Kentucky, Calloway County had
not one paved road. Not one.
The county had been
founded just a century earlier in 1822, just four years
after the Jackson Purchase
had been negotiated by Andrew Jackson and Isaac Shelby and representatives of the
Chickasaw Indians. In 1922,
the founding date of the new
college in Murray, the whole
of the Jackson Purchase was
an island, every bit as isolated as the mountain region of
eastern Kentucky.
There were no bridges
across any of the rivers: the
Mississippi, the Ohio, the
Tennessee or the Cumberland. It took Rainey Wells
three days to go from Murray
on his trips to Frankfort as a
legislator. He had to go on
the Eggner's Ferry — not the
Eggner's Ferry Bridge, which
did not open until 1932 —
across the Tennessee River,
and then another ferry across
the Cumberland.
Murray State Normal
College, then
Tbicher's

Murray State
College, then
Murray State
University
made a profound impact
on the Jackson Purchase,
on the region
and its people. The institution ended Home and
the
region's
Away
isolation, both
By James
physically and
Duane Bolin
intellectualLedger & Times
ly.
Students
Columnist
came initially
from
Calloway County, but increasingly
students, both men and women — for the college was coeducational from the outset
— came from the entire Purchase region and beyond.
And now, of course, the
reach of the university is international in scope. The economic impact of Murray State
University is dramatic, but
the impact of the university
cannot be measured in dollars
alone. The intellectual contribution of a major regional
university to a rural area is
immeasurable.

How can one measure the
cultural, artistic, musical and
educational benefits brought
to bear on this region by Murray State University? Is there
any wonder why Murray Independent Schools and Calloway County Schools rank
at the top of the Kentucky
school rankings year after
year? Why was Murray,Kentucky, recently honored as
"the friendliest small town in
America"?
From the very beginning
when Rainey T. Wells and
other civic and educationally
minded citizens of Calloway
County gathered up $117,000
to convince Kentucky legislators to locate a college in
Murray, Kentucky, in 1922,
this place has been "the finest
place I know."
That's the message I told
those oh, so bright McConnell Scholars from the University of Louisville Monday
afternoon. They seemed to
take it well.
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of Moog at
Murray State University.Contact him at jbolinelmwaystate.edu.•
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Ann Parker Posavac,79,died Saturday. Aug.6,
2016, at her home in Ocala, Florida.
She was born Jan. 22, 1937, in Murray, Kentucky,to Prentice Parker and Estelle Parker.
Ann was a retired insurance analyst and homemaker. She was a member of New Beginnings
Church in Ocala.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, William Posavac.
Mrs. Posavac is survived by one sister, Shirley
Billington of Murray; two daughters, Leigh Ann
Parent and husband David of Ocala and Cheryl
Posavac of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and two
grandchildren, Danielle Parent and William Parent, both of Ocala.
A graveside service will be at 1:30 p.m. Friday, Aug. 12, 2016,
at. the Murray City Cemetery with burial to follow. Visitation will
be from 11 am.-1 p.m. Friday, Aug. 12,2016,at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Red
Cross,PO Box 37839,Boone,IA 50037-0839.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Fran Osmus
Fran Osmus, 89, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Saturday, Aug. 6, 2016, at Oakview Nursing and
Rehab, Calvert City, Kentucky.
She was born on Nov.6, 1926,in Murray, Kentucky,to Hubert Washam and Treva Key Washam.
She was a retired seamstress and homelter.
She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church
and was part of the prayer shawl ministry. She
was also a member of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy and the Loyal Order of Moose Women's Auxiliary.
Manus
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her husband, Donald L. Osmus; one son, Robert L. Osmus; three sisters, Ann Morrison, Betty Rowlett and Gayle Robertson and one brother, Charles K. Washam.
Mrs. Osmus is survived by four daughters,Donna Bush and husband Hulon of Paris, Tennessee, Lil Courtney of Murray, Tressa
Vergonet and husband William of Morris, Illinois and Wende Holzschuh and husband Drew of Murray; one son, Hugh Osmus and
wife Lynne of Atlanta, Georgia; nine grandchildren, Debbie Hence.
Kim Giugler,Brenda Bynum,Sheri Scilingo,John "Andy- Cooper.
Steve Osmus,Jennifer Giugler,Tyler Holzschuh and Chelsea Holzschuh; 19 great-grandchildren and 10 great-great-grandchildren.
A funeral mass will be Wednesday, Aug. 10, 2016, at 10 a.m. at
St. Leo Catholic Church with Father Brandon Williams officiating.
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, August 9, 2016, at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. A prayer service will be held at 7
p.m.Tuesday,Aug.9,2016,at the funeral home. Burial will be at 10
a.m. Thursday, Aug. 11,2016,in Murray City Cemetery.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.141Churchillikineral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Logan's Roadhouse files for bankruptcy,
restructuring includes closing 18 stores
(AP) - Nashville, Tennessee-based restaurant chain
Logan's Roadhouse filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection Monday with plans to restructure operations and close
18 locations.
According to a court filing,
the Southern-inspired steakhouse chain has 260 locations
nationwide, including more
than a dozen in Kentucky. Locations of the 18 closures have
not been announced.
Logan's said in a statement
that CEO Sam Borgese will
leave the company, but did not
specify when a replacement will
be named. Logan's also said it
has secured support for its restructuring plan from lenders
and bondholders and has up to
$25 million in bankruptcy financing.
The company's "customers
continue to face pressure on
discretionary income, directly
correlating to depressed restau-

rant sales and reduced customer
traffic," Logan's chief restructuring officer Keith Maib said
in a court filing.
Logan's has about $416 million in debt, almost all of which
is secured. The company posted $606.4 million in revenue in
2015 and a loss of $112 million
before earnings, interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization,
including one-time restructuring charges.
Logan's completed a debt
exchange in 2015 that eliminated $18.5 million in annual
debt payments, but it was insufficient. Foot traffic fell by 8.8
percent in the first half of 2016
and sales fell 4 percent.
The company's Kentucky
locations, according to its website, include Frankfort, Lexington (three locations), Louisville
(three locations), Richmond,
Florence, Bowling Green, Owensboro, Hopkinsville and Paducah.

LA offers 'risk-free' bid for 2024 Olympics

Brian Edward Angle

FUNERAL NOTICE

Brian Edward Angle,56 of Franklin,Tennessee,
died Saturday, Aug.6,2016.
He received his bachelor's degree from MarThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
shall University. He was a charter member of the
Marshall Chapter of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity,
Fran Osmus,89
past student body president and active member of
A funeral mass will be at 10 am Wednesday,Aug. 10,2016,at
the Alumni Association. He was a former executive
St. Leo Catholic Church.
P
with CMS Software and was currently employed
with Oracle. He had a love for traveling, reading,
history, sports and entertaining. He was a loving
Williamson Memorial Funeral Home,
husband,father and friend to all that knew him.
Franklin, Tennessee
An*
Mr. Angle is survived by his wife, Marcie Cunningham Angle of Franklin; a son, John Angle of
Franklin; his parents, Bernard and Ruth Angle; a brother, John W.
Brian Edward Angle,56
Angle and wife Tracy; sisters, Kim Barr and husband Steve, Jane
A funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 10, 2016
Lake and husband Buddy, Mary Pyles and husband Terry, all of
at Brentwood United Methodist Church.
Huntington, West Virginia and Angela Angle of Jacksonville, North
Carolina; his father-in-law and mother-in-law, Dan and Hilda Cunningham and other loving family members.
The funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 10.2016,
at Brentwood United Methodist Church with Dr. Davis Chappell officiating. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 9, 2016 at
Williamson Memorial Funeral Home,Franklin,Tennessee,and from
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 10,2016 at the church. Burial will
follow in Williamson Memorial Gardens. Active pallbearers will be
Mike Mauldin,John Peach, Buck Porter, John W Angle, Steve Barr,
By ADAM BEAM
ishing and replacing the board of
Buddy Lake,Terry Pyles and John Kervin. Honorary pallbearers will
Associated Press
trustees at the University of Loube members of ATO Marshall and members of Mac's Harpeth Bike
isville, saying the court had to
Shop.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - intervene to "preserve the proper
Memorial contributions may be made to the Brian Angle Leader- Kentucky's Republican gover- checks and balances governing
ship Award at any Renasant Bank location. Contact any branch for nor abolished and replaced three executive action." Before that,
further information or email lisaburke1030@gmail.com for details.
more boards and commissions the same judge had temporarily
Online condolences may be left at www.williamsonmemorial. on Monday, but this time no one blocked an order abolishing and
com.
seems to be complaining,
replacing the Workers CompenWilliamson Memorial Funeral Home, Franklin, Tennessee, is in
Gov. Matt Bevin has used sation Nominating Commission.
charge of arrangements.
executive orders to abolish and
Despite the judge's rulings,
replace at least five other boards Doug Hogan,spokesman for BevFrances Wilkerson
and commissions since taking of- in's Public Protection Cabinet,
Frances Wilkerson,71,of Murray, Kentucky,died Monday,Aug. fice in December, including the said the administration is "confi8,2016, at Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee.
boards overseeing the University dent Gov. Bevin has the authority
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. of Louisville, the Kentucky Re- to reorganize these administrative
•
tirement Systems and the nomina- bodies in order to achieve greatnon of judges who decide worker er economy, efficiency and imcompensation claims. He's been proved administration." He said
sued for all three, including twice the same authority has been used
by Democratic Attorney General more than 300 times under previAndy Beshear. A state judge has ous administrations.
ruled against him twice.
Together, the boards and
But Monday, Bevin received commissions that Bevin abolCHICAGO (AP) - A federal her head on her mother, Patti's, bipartisan praise for his decision ished on Monday were
made up
judge refused Tuesday to lighten shoulder.
to abolish the Kentucky Board of of eight people who shared a toRod Blagojevich's original I4-year
The one-time contestant on Claims, the Board of Tax Appeals tal of $370,000 a year in salary
prison sentence for corruption. re- Donald Trump's "Celebrity Ap- and the Crime Victims Compen- and benefits. The new
Kentucky
jecting pleas for lenience by the prentice" reality show wanted Za- sation Board. Citing the same Claims Commission will consist
now white-haired former Illinois gel to sharply reduce his sentence state law he used to justify his of three people who
will share a
governor who attended the resen- to just five years, which would decision to abolish the Universi- mal,of $100,000 a
year in salary
tencing hearing by video from a have meant him going free within ty of Louisville board of trustees, and benefits.
Colorado prison a thousand miles months. Instead, with the I4-year Bevin replaced those three boards
In addition to handling tax
away.
term reaffirmed, his projected re- with the Kentucky Claims Com- appeals, the commission will deBlagojevich, 59, was eligible lease date remains 2024, which mission. He says the decision will cide how to spend money
from
for resentencing after an appeals includes two years' credit for good save taxpayers $350,000 a year.
the Crime Victims' Compensacourt last year threw out several behavior.
A news release from the gov- tion Fund. The fund, made up of
convictions related to his alleged
Zagel said he went through emor's office included praise tax dollars and court fees, pays
attempt to sell or trade an appoint- more than 100 letters from fellow from Democratic state Sen. De- crime victim's up to $25,000 for
ment to President Barack Obama's prisoners. Many portrayed Blago- nise Harper Angel of Louisville, things like counseling and burial
old Senate seat.
jevich - known as brash in his who said the plan would provide expenses. It also reimburses hosA somber, contrite Blagojevich days as governor - as humble immediate relief to about 300 pitals for the costs incurred while
spoke for 20 minutes in a some- and self-effacing, as well as an in- crime victims, "speed up the collecting rape kits - evidence
times apologetic, sometimes ram- sightful life coach and lecturer on claims process and direct more gathered from rape victims in the
bling statement before U.S. Dis- everything from the Civil War to money to help crime victims."
hours after an assault.
trict Judge James Zagel announced Richard Nixon.
Harper Angel did not return a
But Bevin's office says the
the sentence, telling the court he
But Zagel said they had not call seeking comment.
fund has a $2 million backlog of
understood he made mistakes.
seen the same evidence jurors saw
Bevin has now abolished and requests. He said the $350,000 a
"I wish I could turn back the of Blagojevich's corruption.
replaced at least eight boards and year in savings generated by his
clock and make different choicDefense lawyers said Blago- commissions. The orders allow order will go toward reducing
es," said Blagojevich, who didn't jevich has been a model prisoner, Bevin to replace existing board that backlog.
use notes. "These have been hard noting in one filing how the Elvis members who were appointed by
Eileen Recktenwald, execuyears."
Presley fan formed a prison band his Democratic predecessor with- tive director of the Kentucky AsZagel said that even though called "The Jailhouse Rockers." out waiting for their terms to ex- sociation of Sexual Assault Prothe appeals court threw out five The group, which had a 21-song pire. Beshear has been one of the grams, says reducing the backlog
of the 18 counts against the for- play list, dissolved after another most vocal critics of this strategy. could encourage more hospitals
mer governor, the remaining ones inmate, the lead guitarist, was re- calling some of the orders an un- to hire nurses who specialize in
still justified the original sentence. leased.
precedented power grab.
collecting rape kits to help aid
The appeals court said in its ruling
Zagel told Tuesday's hearing
But Tuesday, Beshear de- authorities investigate the crimes.
last year that Blagojevich wasn't that Blagojevich's exemplary be- dined to comment on Bevin's
"Hospitals have been basically
necessarily entitled to a lower sen- havior behind bars wasn't relevant latest order.
offering this service for free betence, adding that the 14-year term to deciding on an appropriate punLast month,a judge temporar- cause they haven't been getting
fell below what federal guidelines ishment.
ii)' blocked Bevin's order abol- reimbursed," she said.•
recommended.
The resentencing, where atAs the judge announced his tendees could see Blagojevich on
decision. Blagojevich could be several screens around the courtseen on screen bowing his head. In room, marked his first appearance
the courtroom, his two daughters in a public forum since entering
3:IHI p.m
Priti,
sobbed, the younger one placing prison.•
InVeStMentS Since 1854
2011,

Bevin combines 3 boards amid
questions of executive power

Judge denies Blagojevich's bid
to lighten 14-year sentence
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By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP)- Los Angeles leaders pitched their
bid Tuesday for the 2024 Olympics as a "risk-free" project that
requires little construction and could produce a financial surplus.
"Our Olympic infrastructure is already in the ground, not on the
drawing boards," Mayor Eric Garcetti said at a news conference.
"We are virtually risk-free because we only have to build one venue to host the games. Instead of construction anxieties for the next
seven years, we can focus on what's important."
Los Angeles is seeking to host the Olympics for a third time and
bring the Summer Games back to the United States for the first time
since Atlanta hosted the event in 1996.
Los Angeles is competing against Paris. Rome and Budapest,
Hungary. All four bid cities have sent leaders to Brazil to observe
the Rio de Janeiro Games and lobby IOC members, who will select
the host city in September 2017.
The buildup to the Rio Games was hit hard by Brazil's political
and economic crises and late scramble to complete the venues. The
early days of South' America's first games have also faced serious
logistical and organizational issues, including crime, empty seats
and transportation problems.
Separately, scared off by the $51 billion overall price tag associated with the 2014 Sochi Winter Games,several cities dropped out
of the bidding for the 2020, 2022 and 2024 Olympics for financial
or political reasons.
Against that backdrop, Los Angeles sought to portray itself as a
safe, trouble-free choice that can allow IOC members to rest easy.
Garcetti cited a recent independent poll that put local support for
the bid at 88 percent. II
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The Genealogy Club will meet at 12:30 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 12, in the computer room of the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Visitors are welcome.

Green Bag Day planned
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The Green Bag Day for Need Line will be
Saturday, Aug. 13. Suggested items are peanut
Martha
butter, salmon, spaghetti sauce, dry beans, panFinney Andrus, cake mix and syrup,fruit, tuna, canned chicken,
Community editor spaghetti, Jiffy corn meal mix,soup, vegetables,
macaroni and cheese, sugar or sugar substitutes, pudding, popcorn and shelf-stable, dry or
canned milk. Visit www.NeedlineFoodProject.com or call 270-6812296 for more information. Bags may be left at the Need Line door
under the awning at 509 N. Eighth St.

ALS Support Group will meet

Photo provided
Department
Arts
MWC CREATIVE ARTS: The Creative
to the
donated
recently
of the Murray Woman's Club
Murray
at
Scholarship
Schmidt
Creative Arts-Annette
State University. Pictured, from left, are Linda Diedrich,
Jamie Haynes and Vicky Holton. For more information on
the scholarship, contact Jamie Haynes, assistant director
of stewardship and donor relations in the Murray State
University Development Office at 270-809-3737.

The Murray ALS Support Group will meet at 6 p.m. Thursday,
Aug. 11, in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board room.
Heather Case with Legacy Oxygen will be the guest speaker. The
Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday, Sept. 10, at the CFSB Center
on (he campus of Murray State University. For more information,
contact Mitzi Cathey at 270-293-1748.

Fall bowling leagues to organize
Fall bowling leagues will start soon and organizational meetings
will be held at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 11,for the Thursday Night
Women's League; at 10 a.m. Saturday,Aug. 13,for the Youth League
(ages 5-19); at 6:30 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 14,for Sunday Night Mixed
Lague and at 6:30 p.m. Monday,Aug. 15,for Kentucky Lake Open
League. For more information or to reserve a spot on a team, call
Donna Darnell at 270-759-9246.
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Fisher and Royal

Joel and Susan Fisher of Murray, Kentucky,announce the engageKentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
ment and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Ellie Shea Fisher,to
the U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will Joshua Mark Royal, son of Timothy and Sheilia Royal of Owensmeet at 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 11, at the Caring and Sharing boro, Kentucky.
Bailding behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Miss Fisher is the granddaughter of Tom and Sandra Geveden of
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited Murray and Robbie Fisher of Murray and the late Alvin Fisher. She
to,iattend. Prior to the meeting, those interested are invited to eat is a 2008 graduate of Calloway County High School and a 2012
at!Sirloin Stockade at 5:30 p.m. For more information, call Flotilla graduate of the University of Kentucky with a bachelor of science
Cenunander Bill Husfield at 270-354-9966 or Beale Canon, 270- degree in accounting. She was a member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
She is employed by UBS Financial Services in Louisville.
743:4934.
Mr. Royal is the grandson of Jerry and Ruth Phillips and Larry and
Royal, all of Owensboro. He is a 2008 graduate of OwensBrenda
form
to
league
bowling
Olympics
Special
The Special Olympics Bowling League will hold registration at boro High School and a 2013 graduate of Western Kentucky Uni5:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 1 1 , at Corvette Lanes. All skills levels versity with a bachelor of science degree in molecular biology. He is
are welcome. The league is open for all eligible athletes and unified currently pursuing his master's degree with the intent of acquiring a
partners who are 8 years old and above. Those interested who cannot doctorate in pharmacology and toxicology at the University of Loubeat the Thursday meeting should contact Laura at 270-293-9054 or isville. He is employed with the James Graham Brown Cancer Center at the University of Louisville and is a member of the Owensboro
email at Emiller@soky.org. Competition will begin in October.
Cancer Research Program.
The wedding and reception will be Saturday, Oct. 29,2016,at the
VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky.
Brown
The VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting at 7 p.m.
will be sent.
Invitations
inforThursday. Aug. 11, at the National Guard Armory. For more
mation, call Flenoy Barrow at 270V78-1052.
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WOOK1E:
Domestic Short Hair-black
and white • eight weeks
Male

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 a.m-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

FUN &gaskon

Ladies Auxiliary VFW meeting planned
!The Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting at 7
p.tn. Thursday, Aug. 11, at the National Guard Armory. An informal
meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more information, call Loretta Barrow at 270-489-2436.
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1-lairstylist Lomantini to be in Murray
Master hairstylist Patrick Lomantini will be in Murray on Saturday, Aug. 13, as part of his 50 States Ultimate Road Trip. He will
giye a hair cut or trim for a suggested donation of $20 and all proceeds will go to the Humane Society of Calloway County. He will be
at l'he Hair Studio from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Appointments may be made
by,calling 270-759-1884 or email ForThePets@yahoo.com.

Kids Care for Hunger to host session
Murray's Kids Care for Hunger will host a packaging session on
Saturday, Aug. 20, at the Stahler Farm on Kentucky 121 South Voluriteers of all ages are needed to assist in packaging ingredients for
a fortified macaroni and cheese product that helps to feed families in
Calloway County. The sessions will be from 9-11 a.m. and 11 a.m.-1
p.m. Call the Murray's Kids Care office at 270-753-1492 or show up
the day of the event.

MWC Zeta Dept. meets Thursday
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at 2
pitn. Thursday, Aug. 11, at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. MWC
President Evelyn Wallis will present the program. Dues will be collected. Hostesses will be Thelma Bailey and Dot McNabb.

Meeting of Lassister Cemetery planned
The Lassiter Cemetery No. 6 will have its annual meeting Saturd*,Aug. 13. Bids for the upkeep of the cemetery will be accepted
at!noon and donations for upkeep will also be accepted or may be
mailed to Lassiter Cemetery Fund, Linda Armstrong, treasurer, 858
Gialoway Road, Mayfield, KY 42066.
I
.

Photo provided
School Class
High
College
Murray
The
MURRAY COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL REUNION:
Sykes
Kingins,
Kay
Diane
are
left
from
Seated
on
July
reunion
30.
50th
of 1966 held its
Wilson Lee, Carole Knight Marine, Jeanie Brewer Morgan, Barbara Crouse Blalock,
Vicki Singleton and Dianne Cal/1ft Hale. Standing are Robert Houston, Amos McCarty,
David Graham, Beverly Harrell Wright, Jeanette Cathey Dickison, June Rogers Lamb,
Dan Leslie, Kathleen Madry Fisher, Ronnie Woods, Linda Dunn Fain, Bill Overbuy,
Harrell Crutcher, Joe Shroat and Jerry Culpepper.

Our sidewalk sale continues inside,
with the same low pnces.
New fall is arriving daily.
Looking through some of new
magazines I found sonic tips I thought
we all needed to know.
According to Jordan Weingarter,
founder of I Love Jewelry Auctions,
"The best way to store fashion jewelry
including sterling silver is in ziploc
bags, it helps pieces retain luster and
reduces tarnishes and scratching"
If you are pressing a garment with
delicate buttons or detailing cover
them with the bowl of a metal spoon
and press surrounding fabnc.
If you don't have time to try jeans
on in the store, try the neck method:
you can determine your size by
placing the waistline of the jeans
around the diameter of your neck. If
the waistline of the pants comfortably
meets at the back of your neck, then
the jeans will fit.
Never put a garment on
immediately after ironing, as this can
actually cause new wnrikles to form.
Instead, let it sit for 5 minutes to set
the press.
If you don't feel like trying on a
dress but still want to see where the
hem will hit you, align the shoulder
seam exactly with your shoulder bone
(no( your collar bone).
Wear your new leather jacket in the
rain to break it in. Water will soften
up the leather and allow it to stretch
and crease at specific points on your
body.
Like and share us on Facebook to
be eligible for our giveaway, or come
in the store to register and you're
here try on our new 18 hour lipstick.
you'll love it!
Stay tuned ID next week's fun and
fashion report...

-kz-K-Nturr

"Pat Something For Eeemone Store"
306 South 12Ih • Murray, KY • 270433-7441
Kpyl p, www.dkkelley.csorn
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crease in the motues collected
through fare boxes.
"One of the things you will
notice is our fare box is down
considerably," said Jeanne
Mathis."That's probably due to
the decrease in rates. We had a
little increase in (county ridership), but it was a marginal increase. The fare box is down,so
we've got to find a happy medium, because we are getting a
little out of balance there."
The decrease in the rates
from $2 and $4 to $1 and $3 fatcity and county rides, respectively, has prompted an increase
in the utilization of individual
ridership within the community, but has also prompted a
decrease in ridership on community routes. While this hasn't
inspired the MCTA to attempt
another rate change, it is something board members considered paying attention to as the
trial rates progress.
The current rate change,
made in June, was on a 90-day
trial basis to see the impacts
such a change would make.
Saturday
ridership
has
also seen an increase from the
months of June into July.
"(On) Saturday(s), we have
seen an increase from the county of five passengers from June,
and in the city, it was up 104
passengers from June," said
Skinner. "We had four Saturdays in June and we had94 passengers. Four Saturdays in July
netted 166 passengers,so that is
72 more in July with the same
amount of Saturdays."
Skinner said that included
one weekend in July which the
MCTA was not running. If it
had been, Skinner estimated it
would have had as many as 200
riders utilizing the Saturday service.
"The community route has
taken a drop," he said. "From
July of 2015, it was down 250
riders. From June, even, it was
down 288 riders.
community
"The
route
has been affected by the rate
change. Even though the community route is free, if you can

go from A to B,door to door,for
a dollar, people are taking advantage of that when they can,
as opposed to the community
route."
Mathis noted that this has
had an impact by increasing the
demands on MCTA vehicles
while creating some backing up
in terms of when rides are available. Mathis then noted that this
increase in demand would have
to be addressed at some point,
potentially through increasing
rates again,though no such motion was made Tuesday.
"One of the things we need
to look at in the future is how
can we fix that," Mathis said.
"We may have to go back up on
the rates a little bit to encourage
people to ride the free bus, rather than calling for the on-call
services, because it is mating
some backups from time to
time."
Board member Rob Edo Parrish noted that people paying
for their rides should be considemd a good thing, as money is
changing hands for these particular riders. However, other
board members expressed concerns that the trade-off may not
be so beneficial in the long run,
which is something the board
will examine more closely with
these current rates.
"Is the trade-off worth it?
Because we are going to have
to have more vehicles and drivers if we keep up this process,"
Mathis said.
Board members noted that
with the free routes, ridership
increases, as well as efficiency.
"It is also more fuel-efficient," said J I'm Clinger. "If
we are making these trips from
one point to another specifically
for one individual, there's a lot
more time, a lot more gas (we
are spending on these individual riders)."
While the board took no action on the matter Tuesday, the
discussion did seem to prompt
the board into further analysis
of the rates and their impact
on overall ridership, including
potential needs to keep on-demand rides in equilibrium with
other MCTA operations.•

Codger & Times file photo
Rodney Skinner, left, receives a congratulatory handshake from Murray Calloway Transit Authority Board of Direc-;
tors member Danny Perry earlier this year after Skinner was selected to be MCTA's interim executive director. Skinner
was named as the agency's executive director permanently Tuesday.
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Photo provided
Water shoots skyward Monday morning along L.P. Miller
Street near the Keniake Foods plant in downtown Murray. City of Murray Public Works Director Tom Kutcher
said Public Works personnel were able to stem the gush
only about 30 to 45 minutes after a backhoe performing
work in the area struck a water line, causing the leak.

Police: Train car derails in Iowa, hits bar called DeRailed
CHARLES CITY,Iowa (AP) — Police say a freight train car
that derailed in northern Iowa rolled into and damaged a track
side tavern called DeRailecl.
Police Chief Hugh Anderson says the accident occurred
around 4 a.m. Tuesday as crews moved rail cars and changed
connections in Charles City. Anderson says it appears that the
track separated and the grain car tipped about 45 degrees into the
back of the bar.
Anderson says a patrol officer called him to say a train car had
derailed into Derailed, adding that "it's not every day you get to
say that."
No one was injured. The bar owner estimates damage at
$10,000.
Charles City is about 140 miles northeast of Des Moines.•
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Imes Funeral Home donates to Music & Memory
,Special to The Lodger
Calloway
Murray
The
endowment for Healthcare
tecently received a $500 dopation from Matt and Wendy Imes towards the Dr. Jan
Weaver Music and MemoRI, program at Spring Creek
klealth Care.
This program supports the
Warning of eight employees
ho have recently completpd their Music & Memory
Training Certification allowlog them to work with dementia and Alzheimer patients by
ftroviding high quality, per49n-centered care through dig01 music technology. These
employees will identify those
residents who could benefit
fprn the program and work
syjth them to provide iPods
3yith personalized playlists tai:
Ipred for each one.
•, Dick Weaver remembers
Pictured are Keith Travis, vice president of Development
his wife Jan, having a connecHospital, and Matt Imes,funeral home director.
iion to music and could sing
Long to the lyrics, however, a sense of connection while will be one of seven facilities
„Nyas unable to carry on a con- allowing reinforcement for so- in Kentucky to be Music &
versation. He feels like this is a cial adjustment and compan- Memory certified.
For more information on
program that will really impact ionship through music.
Spring Creek Health Care the mission of the Endowment
Alose residents and give them

Photo provided
at Murray-Calloway County
or the Dr. Jan Weaver Music
& Memory Program at Spring
Creek Health care, visit www.
MCCHEndowment.org or call
(270) 762-1908.•

Special to The Ledger
Urologist Dr. Steven Trevathan is joining Dr. Chris Stancyzk
of Murray Urology.
Murray Urology will provide care in the diagnosis and treatment of many conditions regarding the bladder, kidneys, prostate and urinary tract.
"Dr.Trevathan's expertise will be a great addition to Murray
Urology," said Jerry Penner, MCCH CEO.
Trevathan has more than 30 years of urology experience and
has worked in the Murray area since 1986. He received his undergraduate degree from Murray State University and is a 1980
medical school graduate from the University of Louisville. He
completed an internship in general surgery at the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, MN, where he also completed his residency in
urology. Dr. Trevathan is a certified diplomat of the American
Board of Urology. He has maintained this certification since
1988. Trevathan enjoys traveling and is an avid reader and gardener.
Prior to practicing at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Trevathan worked at Rochester Methodist, St. Mary's, and
Sioux Valley Hospital.
Murray Urology is located in the MCCH Medical Arts
Building at 300 South 8th Street, 107 East Wing. To make an
appointment, call (270) 762-1512. For more information contact the Marketing Department at(270)762-1381A

IN OTHER WORDS
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Making sure children immunized
Bevin extends public comment period on Medicaid proposal is important thing this time of year
director for the Ken-

.fYISU grad Wells earns
director's spot at BHP

By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

Special to The Ledger
L Baptist Health Paducah has named
'Tracy Wells, RN, BSN, as the new director for the Pulmonary/Telemetry
Nursing Unit on the
fourth floor. A 24-year
Baptist employee, she
has served as a Critical Care Unit charge
nurse, hospital supervisor and, most recently,
as clinical coordinator
in the Pulmonary/Telemetry Nursing Unit.
Wells has an assofiate degree in nursing from Paducah
Community College and a bachelor of
,ecience in nursing from Murray State
;university. She achieved National Ingitutes of Health Stroke Scale CertificaAion in 2007. III

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Gov.
Matt Bevin is giving people more time to comment on his proposal to overhaul the state's
Medicaid program that insures more than 25
percent of the state's population.
Officials made the decision last week. But
they did not send out a news release, instead
posting a link near the bottom of the website devoted to the proposal.
The notice online says the new deadline is 5
p.m. Friday. But Cabinet for Health and Family
Services spokeswoman Jean West said the deadline is actually Sunday. She did not give a time,
saying it would be the "end of the day."
West said public notices are scheduled to
be published in newspapers on Thursday, three
days before the new deadline, upsetting some
health care advocates who say they were not notified of the change.
"It's unfortunate the administration reopened public comment withput alerting the
public or the press before doing so," Kenny

Colston, communications
tucky Center for Economic Policy, who has followed the proposal closely.
The original caramel,* period closed on July
22.
Bevin's proposal Mist first be approved
by the federal government. He had originally
planned to submit it on Aug. 1. But officials delayed that, saying they were still sorting through
public comments. West said about the cabinet
received 30 percent of the written comments on
the last day.
Former Democratic Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear expanded the state's Medicaid program
under the federal Affordable Care Act in 2013.
More than 400,000 people enrolled in Medicaid
as a result, greatly exceeding official estimates.
Bevin, a Republican who took office in December, says the program is too large. His proposal would require able-bodied adults to pay
premiums of up to $15 per month to receive coverage. It would also require beneficiaries to have
"community engagement," such as volunteering
for a charitable organization or getting a job, in
order to qualify for coverage.•
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FIXED RATE,
1st MORTGAGE
REFINANCE
SPECIAL*

Rates as LOW as 3.39% APR!*

HERITAGEBANK
BANKWithHERITAGE.COM

MEMBER

'Annual Percentage Rate(APR) as of June 1, 2016 to well-qualified applicants (Credit
Bureau scores of 700 or above). All loans are subject to credit approval, documentation,
and security requirements. Some fees and conditions may apply. Stop by
your local Heritage Bank office today to talk with one of our friendly bankers
and neighbors for specific information and qualifications on this special.
RPM WSW
Heritage Bask NMLS *431499
Visit our website. or scan this OR code.
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Trevathan joins Stanczyk
at Murray Urology office
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By TRACY KIELMAN
Special to The Ledger
Summer vacation is winding
down, and gbdh.Students across
Kentucky will be heading back
to school. To protect their own
health and the health of others
around them,children and teens
of all ages should make sure
their immunizations are up to
date before beginning another
academic year.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
recommends that children start
building immunity against infectious diseases at an early age.
While most children receive initial doses of vaccines during the
first year after birth, their risk
for contracting certain diseases
increases as they get older. The
CDC advises that children receive multiple doses, or booster shots, of certain vaccines to
maintain immunity as they age.
For elementary aged children, the CDC recommends
vaccines, for tetanus, diphtheria
and pertussis (TDaP); measles,
mumps and rubella (MMR);
and the flu, among others. As
young adults, the likelihood of
contracting other contagious
diseases such as HPV rises, and
additional vaccinations are recornmended. The full immunizetion schedule for children ages
18 and under can be found on
the CDC website.
The importance of inununizations doesn't subside as
students enter college. In fact,
this is a time when many individuals are most at risk for
catching contagious illnesses.
College dormitories are breeding grounds for bacteria that can
grow and spread quickly, putting students' health in danger,
One disease in particular has
earned a rightfully bad reputation for its presence on college
campuses. More than 100 students have died from bacterial

meningitis contracted on college campuses in the past eight
years, but it is preventable.
Thanks to advanceS in medical
research, there arehow immunizations available for all five
strains of bacterial meningitis:
A, C, W, Y and most recently,
B.
The vaccine for serogroup
B, which came on the market
a couple years ago, is different
than the traditional conjugate
vaccine that protects against the
A, C, W and Y strains, The B
strain accounts for nearly onethird of all bacterial meningitis
cases, yet more than 80 percent
of parents are unaware that there
is a difference between the vaccine that protects against groups
A, C, W and Y and the vaccine
that protects against group B.
During the spring semester,
cases of meningitis B were reported at Marshall University,
Rutgers University and in our
own backyard at the University
of Kentucky. It is critical that
students receive the inununization against serogroup B in addition to the conjugate vaccine.
The University of Louisville, University of Kentucky
and Kentucky State University
are the only public schools in
the state that require immunizations for incoming freshmen.
More of Kentucky's colleges
and universities should consider
adopting irmnunization policies
that better protect student health
and minimize the chance of outbreaks.
Even when they are not mandated, mmunizations should remain at the top of any student's
summer to-do list, regardless of
age. Getting to the doctor now
is critical to protecting you and
your peers against dangerous
diseases in the fall.
Tracy Kleiman is director of
the Kentucky Immunization Coalition.•
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On and off the field, the Calloway County Lady Lakers have
been as busy as anyone.
Upping their win column by
one game each year since 2013,
CCHS somehow pulled off a
9-8-0 season in 2015 despite
several injuries, including one
to Calloway County's backbone
forward Maddie Balmer (broken
fibula) that ended her season and
her high school career.
Balmer was named Region
1 Co-Player of the Year beside
McCracken County's Maddye
Rice after scoring 14 goals as a
senior, showing just how much
second-year head coach Jeremy
Stom and the Lady Lakers will
miss Balmer's ability to simply
take over a game.
To make matters worse, the
injury happened against Marshall County on Senior Night.
"When she went down, we
had to make some personnel adjustments. She played forward
most of the year and we lost
her so late in the season that we
couldn't adjust in time," Stom
said.
DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times file photo
Stom gave credit to the sumThe Calloway County Lady Lakers relax during an opening night 10-0 victory over Trigg County on Aug. 20, 2015, at
mer workouts Calloway County
the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. Jeremy Stom is in his second year as head coach of the program after guiding CCHS
did in preparation for this seato a 9-8-0 record in 2015.
son.
"We started working out early in the summer with conditionSCOUTING REPORT: CALLOWAY COUNTY LADY LAICF_RS
ing and then we attended MurHEAD COMat Jeremy Stom.
Christian 03u4 7 p.m.; Sept. 8: at Mayfieid, 5:30 p.m.; Sept & at Fort Campbell,
ray State's team camp and had a
EXPERIENCE Second season as head coach.
5:45 p.m.; Sept 1& MURRAY HIGH, 5 p.m.; Sept 12 PADUCAH ST. MARY,5:45 p.m.;
great session," Stom said.
OVERALL RECORD: 9-8-0.
Sept 1& GRAVES COUNTY,5:30 p.m.; Sept 17: vs. Newburgh,Ind., Cast*,Time TBA;
ASSISTANT COACIt May Wanner.
Stom knows his Lady Lakers
Sept 17: vs. Evansville, Ind., Reitz, lime TBA; Sept. 112 MAYRELD, 5:30 p.m.; Sept.
2015
RECORI2
9-8-0.
2W
PADUCAH TILGHMAN,5:45 p.m.; Sept 22 14A•• Pei COMM,7:15 p.m.; Sept
will face tough competition.
2015 RIM Lost 3-1 at Murray High In KHSAA Region 1 District 2 Tournament 24: vs. TIM at Christian County Invitational, Time TBA; Sept at vs. TM at Christian
"Going back to last season,
semifinal.
County WillatIonal, Time TBA; Sept 26: at Marshall County, 5:30 p.m.; Oct t. at
PRIMARY FORILMIOlt 4-4-2.
seven of our eight losses were
Caldwell County,7 p.m.
GRADUATED PLAYER& Meddle Miner,Taylor Crouch, Menne Dodd, Lauren East2015 RESULTS
against Top 25-ranked teams
wood,Emma Gellmore,Bated Roliertnn.
Nome nines In ALL CAPS
and District 2 is brutal," Stom
RETURNING PLATERS: Senors-As
Mew Juniors- Hannah Ander- tiAug.i
at TRIGG COUNTY (W) 10-0; Aug. 25: at Murray High (L.) 0-8; Mg.27: at
son, Suzanne Grady, Maim Ran.Kyle Jens,Sheba McClain,Comecon Pwks.
said. "We wanted to get a reCounty(1)2-3,Sept 1: GRAVES COUNTY ktiliSept &at Goofing Green
Sophomores-Rabb Ilan% Henn Dodd,Kane Fein, Kallis Garrison, Osten a.)e& mot.& pa. DerOstown, at Bowing Wean
Clam*(W)5-3, Sept
cord above 5002 and we accomHouston,Jon MEW Noel rudest
MAYFIELD(W)10-42 Sept 1& HOPKINSVKLE(V/) 3-1;
l& at Paducah St Mary
plished that. We want to do that
NEWCOMER& FIN111114111-Carolne Adams, Jayden Lencki, The Stom, Myna (W)
Sept 17:rd Graves County(L) 2-3; Sept 21: at Mayfield(W)10-0; Sept.22
Wicker.
UMW& laid 0-1, 207; Sept 24: at McCracken County (W) 4-2; Oct 1: MARagain this year. If we got past
STREINITle Mb Coach Skim be at the helm,program has more stability. Rea- SHA/ COUNTY 0-4;01.5: CALDWELL COUNTY(W)1042 Oct la vs. Waylaid,
Murray High, then we're in the
goal scorer, and ININ Gordson, third-leading goai 101SIA Region 1 DIIl2bjnmasnt nalnd at Murray High(W)10-42 01.15:at
PP
regional tournament last season,
score;
PIM
:
ar 11%
slardi
nall lieop 3sad rine gods,respecluely.
Murray High,*ISM Region 1 DIstrIct 2Tournament championship(1) 1-3.
ISAIIIISIES
Imam soddecarIMO Bind padteled and k now playing
2015 STKITST1CS
but we needed to find a way to
cols.ak wooerellen"Mita She had 14 gods in 2015.lids= Buthonvor1h,
GOAL& Meddle Balmer 14, Reagan Pittenger 13, Kille Munn 9, Menne
win that game. We wanted to adwho Mindwas the Lady LW foudh-isodde scom dd not Buttenvorth 8, Emma Gallimore 7, &sten Houston 6, Mallory Ileve A Slanbelh
vance even without Maddie."
II 2016.
PfteinV looidng eon*,topower Mir losing 38 of the McClain 4,Rabble Balmer 3, Hannah Anderson 2, Lauren Eashmed 1,&dm Rob75 goak sawed byte
Wen In 2015. Goallasper =Robertson gradu- ertson 1, Taylor Crouch 1 ASSISTS: Reagan Ptttenger 7, Nkitaime Sollerdorth 5,
When it came to scoring, the
ated alter providing a 1.513 god Mowed average and six
Emma Glamors 3, &sten Houston 3, lavils Anderson 2, Elizabeth *Club 2,
Lady Lakers could hang with the
2018 SCIEDULE
Katie Garrison 2, Maddie Brdmer 1, Keel Puckett 1, Lilian Eastwood 1, Mallory
Home genies MALL CAPS
Hien 1, Rabble Rainier 1, Suzan& Grady 1. GOALKEEPIII& BrIttany Robertson V
best of them, scoring 75 goals
Aug. 15: UNNERSITY HEIGHTS,5:45 p.m.; AUG.25: MARSHALL COUNTY,5:30 p.m.; goals slowed, 1.58 goals slowed average, six shutoutk Hannah Dodd, no allowed,
Aug. 30: at Graves County, 5:30 p.m.; Sept 1: at Murray High, 5:30 p.m.; Sept. 2 at 0.00 gods slowed average.
t•• See CALLOWAY, Page 10A
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MLB: CINCINNATI 7, ST LOUIS 4

By JOE HARRIS
The Associated Press

and five walks issued, including two to Reds speedster Billy
Hamilton who stole a haw. and
scored after each free pass.
Cardinals
right-hander
Mike Leake failed to record
a clean frame in six innings,
surrendering a season-high
four walks. Still, the three runs
allowed were a much better
showing than his two previous
starts against his former club
when he gave up six and seven
runs, respectively.
"I would say even though
there were a few walks in
there. I was around the zone
the whole time and out of the
middle for the most part,"
Leake said.
Yadier Molina's solo home
run in the second inning broke
a career-high I3-inning scoreless streak for Reds lefty Brandon Finnegan. It also extended
Molina's streak for reaching
base safely to 22 games.
Matt Holliday's solo homer
in the fifth tied the game 3-3.
Tyler Holt's double off Matt
Bowman (1-4) broke a 4-4 tie
in the eighth. He then scored
from second on an infield hit
by Hamilton after Cardinals
second baseman Matt Carpenter bobbled a barehanded
attempt to get the speedy Hamilton at first.
Duvall's two-run single in
the third broke a career-high
0-for-18 skid and gave the

ST. LOUIS - Alex Reyes
lived up to the advance billing.
His teammates did not.
Reyes, the St. Louis Cardinals' highly touted prospect,
made his debut pitching a perfect ninth inning as the Cardinals fell to the Cincinnati Reds
7-4 on Tuesday night.
"My heart was pumping
definitely," the 21-year-old
right-hander said. "But I felt
kind of relaxed out there and
I was just worrying about executing pitches and keeping
them off the board."
Reyes struck out his first
batter, All-Star Adam Duvall,
with a 101 mph fastball after
an 80 mph breaking ball. The
strikeout was met by a standing
ovation from what was left of
the 40,113 at Busch Stadium.
"The fans, they definitely
helped a lot and made me feel
comfortable," Reyes said.
Reyes hit 101 mph on the
radar gun twice and 100 once.
"He threw two knee-knuckle breaking balls to go along
with the 101 and there's plenty to be excited about there,"
manager Mike Matheny said.
"He just had great poise, just
looked like he was in the moment."
Reyes was the highlight of
a sloppy performance by St.
Louis There were two errors, a
ball that dropped for an RBI hit
that should have been caught 00 See CARDINALS. Page 10A

PREP GOLF: CALLOWAY COUNTY QUADRANGULAR

JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
Murray High golfers Delaney Welsh, left, and Sarah McDowell watt to putt on the No.
9 green Tuesday at Oaks Country Club.

By GEHMO C. ANUS
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO - Good
old Michael Phelps, golden
again.
For teenagers Katie Ledecky
and Simone Biles, their star
turns in the Summer Olympics
might be just beginning.
From the pool to the gymnagtics floor, Team USA had nice
day at the Rio de Janeiro Games.
Not all the American stars
were winners Tuesday, though.
Serena Williams lost on the tennis court and the U.S. women's
soccer team gave up a late goal
and ended up in a draw with Co-lombia.
But a new generation of
U.S. athletes is ready to take
up the banner of Olympic standard-bearer from Phelps, a grii‘
zled veteran at 31.
Phelps earned his 20th career gold medal after taking the
200-meter butterfly. He erased
the bad memories from his loss
in the same race in London to
South African Chad le Clos.
Phelps got off to a rousing
start at the Rio Games by leading his 4x100 freestyle team to
the gold medal on Sunday.
On Tuesday, Phelps' face
bared a familiar scowl as he
walked out on to the deck. He
held 'off Japan's Masato Sakai
by four-hundredths of a second,
with Hungary's Tames Kenderesi taking the bronze.
His 21st gold came later
Tuesday night after swimming
the anchor leg on the 4x200-meter relay.
Ledecky strode atop the medal podium again with a bright
smile after taking gold for winning the 200-meter freestyle.
Sarah Sjostrom of Sw
claimed the silver and
McKeon of Australia took
bronze.
Ledecky, just 19, won
,second gold. At this pace, shli
could challenge Phelps' medal
haul someday.
At the other end of Olympic
Park, the U.S. women's gyninastics team captured a second
straight gold with a high-flying
and dominating perfomiance.
The triumph was never in
doubt, their score of 184.897 at
the Rio Games was more than
eight points clear of the field.
The day was capped by the
19-year-old Biles, a fan favorite,
whose boundary-pushing flocti.
exercise showed just how fai
ahead they are of everyone else
Biles, Lauren Hernandez,
Gabby Douglas, Madison Ko4
cian and My Raisman also gave:
retiring national team coordinas
tor Martha Karolyi a fitting seret
off with powerful performancet
on all the apparatuses.
•
The golden girls dubbect
themselves "The Final Five" in•
honor of Karolyi's retirement a(
the end of the Olympics and the:
fact that the format is changing
for Tokyo in 2020 so that onlA
four team members will take!
,
part in the team competition.
The normally stern Karolyt
broke down in tears when sher
was told of the nickname dui'
•
team adopted.
•
"I think at this moment we
can say that that the Unite4
States dominates the world
gymnastics," Karolyi said.
•
Russia took the silver medat
and China earned bronze.
•
Other highlights from Day
at the Rio Games:

ot

4•

JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
Murray High golfer Sarah
McDowell began with a bogey at No.9 after her first hole
Tuesday at Oaks Country Club.
McDowell, who finished
fifth at the KHSAA Girls Golf
State Tournament in 2015, also
produced another bogey during
a quadrangular match against
Calloway
County, Graves
County and Livingston Central.
But the 2016 state title contender rebounded in a big way, finishing with a 3-under 33.
"Things are going well for
Sarah. Her irons are better and

she was extremely pleased with
that score, even though she
felt like she gave a stroke or
two away," Murray High head
coach Amy McDowell said.
"She played the par-five's really well and that's something
she wasn't doing last year.
She's has some new irons and
she's giving herself a chance
at eagles,just like at the end of
last year. As a team we're still
just trying to reduce the numhers and get rid of bad holes."
Sarah shook off her start by
shooting par at No. 1 before
sinking an eagle putt at No.
and rolling in back-to-back
birdies on the nett two holes.

After her second bogey of the
day at No. 5, she finished with
a par, a birdie and another par.
The score of 33 was the
best in either the girls or boys
matches.
Murray High, which had the
only complete girls team, won
the match by default. The Lady
Tigers counted 170 strokes in
their team score after Delaney
Welsh turned in a 42, Claire
Whitaker recorded a 47 and
Jana Forgey posted a 48. 0ther MIIS scorers included Abbi
Waltrnon (49), Mary Browder
Neirielim41001116111etly Sheol
to See START,Page 10A

Murky Pool

•
•

At Maria Lenk Aquatics Cert.:
ter, there was more buzz over the
color of the water than the div:
tng competition. It had turnout
a murky green since Monday
night's events. Chen Ruolin anti
Liu Huixia didn't seem to cant
about the color. They won the
women's 10-meter synchronize4
platform title to make Chitut
3-for-3 in the competition so fan.
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2 p.m.
ESPN — Uttle League World Sense, Narthvasst
Regional, eamranal, at San Beetwirdino, Celt
4 pm
ESPW2 — Ude Laws World Swiss, Ovid
Lakes Region% aitallbil, at Indianapolis
•pm.
ESPN — Las Laos World Sense, MI0-0aIrak Regional,swift% at Bristol, Conn
•pa.
ESPN — Llae Uwe World Series, West %glow samara& at Sat Bernardino, Calf
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AREA SCHEDULE
Toilers Gime
wooers SOCCER
7 pill
Murray State at Evansville, exhibition
a
lnes
ThunitlaCBOYI
7:16 pm
Calloway County at Paducah Tilghman, scnmmica
GIRLS SOCCER
7 pm.
Murray High at Caldwell County, scrimmage
PREP VOU-EYBALL
7 p.m.
Paducah Community Christian at Calloway
County, scalmmage

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Gaines
Wednesday's Games
mesas)
2 p.m.
ESPN — Little League World Sines, Southeast
Regional, finai, at Warner Robins, Ga.
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Little League World Series, Southwest Regional, final, at Waco, Texas
HORSE RACING
3 p.m.
FS2 — Saratoga Live, Beratone Stakes. at
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
NIB
2 p.m.
M1.6 — Philadelphia at LA Dodgers
5 p.m.
MIB — Cleveland at Washington Ooined iii
Mess)
6 p.m.
ESPN — N Y Yankees at Boston
7 p.m.
FSMW — Cincinnati at St Louis
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
6:30 11.111.
NBCSN — Women's Cycling (LIVE), Men's Cycling (LIVE); Men's Soccer (LNE); Men's Fencing,
Women's Basketball US. vs Serbia (LIVE), Wornen's Field Hockey US vs Japan (LIVE), Wornen's
Table Tennis; Men's Basketball U.S. vs. Australia
(LIVE), Boxing, Men's Fencing; Men's Soccer
(LIVE): Women's Table Tennis
8 a.m.
USA — Beach Volleyball; Women's Handball;

Archery (1.1V4); Men's Rugby (LNE); Men's BeaIsabel (LIVE); Beech Vole
AlE); Men's
*dap
11:30 a%
la11/0 — Rada gAilt Itlan's Singles third
mat Man's alba Seadlinals, Women's Sin10611 011111161116 Waimin's Doubles quarterfinal.NINO Ocala Olt round
Ilea.
NIE — Men's Sala IMINgall: Ella/Pattersoa gs.)re. HerrentallanNuel
Waif Polo: US. ft Pala
Ouelltang Heats(LA* WallaUI
vs. Serbia 814); Walla OMNI Callakal% Rowing
tal*a
TELEMUNDO: Wantial Vallegell; Men's Soccer Anienlifla vs. Nallieras, South Korea vs.
Mexico ONE)
11 amt.
passa —61110911110Ileyball (LIVE); Men's Water Polo; lamest Tattle Tennis; Men's Soccer
ONE)
1:30 p.m.
NBC UNNERSO: Men's Soccer South Korea vs.
Mexico (LIVE); Boxing; Men's Soccer Colombia
vs Nigeria. Denmark vs. Brazil. Women's Beach
Volleyball
4 pm.
CNBC — Men's Rugby (EM); Archery; Women's Fencing (lNE); Sailing
7 p.m.
NBC — Women's Beach Volleyball: Walsh Jennings/Ross (U.S.) vs. ForrerNerge-Depre (Switzerland) (LIVE); Swimming (LIVE): Gold Medal
finals. Men's 200m Breaststroke 8 100m Freestyle, Women's 20Orn Butterfly 8 BOOm Freestyle
Relay Men's Gymnastics: Individual All-Around
Gold Medal Final
11:36pm.
NBC — Men's Diving: Springboard Synchronized Gold Medal Final
SOCCEFI
9 p.m.
ESPH2 — U.S. Open Cup, semifinal, FC Dallas
at Los Angeles
Thursday's Games
BASEBALL
10 am.
ESPN — Little League World Senes, Midwest
Regional, semifinal, at Indianapolis
12 p.m.
ESPN — Little League World Series. New England Regional, semifinal, at Bristol, Conn.

•pm.
E5P112 — Montreal d Edmonton
MOO
1 pm
FS1 — USGA, U.S. Senior Open, first round, at
ColumOus, Oleo
3 cm.
GOLF — PGA Tour, John Deere Claud first
round, at Silvis, NI
HORSE RACING
3 pm.
FS2 — Saratoga Live, Statue of Liberty Stakes,
at Saratoga Sieln9S NY
MLB
11:30 a.m.
IALB — San Diego at Patiburgh or Arizona at
KY Med (11 cm.)
2313 p.m.
/WI — Colorado at Taxes Wined in proceed)
or Beaman' at Oakland
7 pm
FURS — St LOWS at Chicago Cubs
la.B — St Lows at Chicago Cube or N V Yankee/3 at Boston (6 p.m.)
NFL
6:30 p.m.
NH.— Preseason, New Orleans at New England
MO SUMNER OLYMPICS
5:30 cm.
GOLF — Men's Golf, First round (LIVE)
7 cm.
NOCS11 — Women's Archery Beach Volleybal
(LIVE); Women's Fencing (LIVE); Women's Judo;
Women's Archery (LIVE); Men's Rugby (LIVE);
Women's Archery (LIVE); Women's Judo (EIVE);
Beach VolleybMI (LIVE); Man's Rugby (LIVE);
Worsens Field Hockey: U.S. vs. India (LNE); Boxing; Men's Table Tennis (LIVE); Men's Volleyball:
U.S. vs. Brazil (LIVE); Women's Shooting
am.
USA — Women's Water Polo; Men's Table Tennis, Men's Basketball (LIVE); Badminton, Men's
Handball
9 cm.
NBC — Rowing; Women's Water Polo. U.S. vs.
China (LIVE), Swimming: Qualifying Heats (LIVE);
Women's Beach Volleyball: Fendrick/Sweat(U.S.)
vs. TBA (Russia) ONE), Men's Beach Volleyball:
DalrausserfLucena (U.S.) vs. Nicolaulupo (ltaly)
(LIVE); Canoe/Kayak
9:30 cm.
TELEMUNDO. Men's Beach Volleyball; Women's Beach Volleyball, Men's Basketball
10 a.m.
BRAVO — Tennis (LM): Men's Singles quarterfinals, Women's Singles semifinals, Women's
Doubles semifinals, Mixed Doubles quarterfinals
11 am.
MSNBC — Beach Volleyball (LIVE), Viomen's
Water Polo, Men's Volleyball; Equestrian; Sailing

2 pm.
INC MIMS& tileirs Beach Volleanit Poland na. Argenta% Melee ta. Tunisia
4 pm.
COM — Woman's Faseing SINE1 Cycling
7/m.
— Wassea's
talkilial A&
koellMarMI'_pO,IN
Medea lake Neat Nail IlladaeleI BON
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8 100a headyle
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Atlanta (De La Cruz 0-4) at Milwaukee (AnderAdana.at New 'fork Jets, 6:30 p.m.
son 6-10), 7:10
.
14
.,...
Dewy d Chicate7
Gomm
Genus
Arizona at N.Y. Mots, 11:10 am.
Miami at New York Giants,6 p.m.
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 11:35 am
Detroit at PltWu,6 p.m.
Colorado .t T.,1:05 p.m.
Minnesota at s..iona,6:30 p.m
Atlanta at Milwaukee, 1:10 Om
Cleveland at Green Bay 7 p.m
St Louis at Chicago Cubs, 795 p.m.
Oaldand at Arizona,9 p.m.
Sdurday's Games
Seattle at Kansas Ply, 3:30 p.m
Inceanapoils
at
Buffet°,6 p.m.
MAU TABLE
Dallas at LDS Angeles,7 p.m.
T ew* Ramada,
San Diego at Tennessee,? p.m
56 of 301 total medal melds
Sunday's Game
Nation
G S Blot
Houston at San Francisco,6 p.m.
United States
938
8
9
China
8 3 6 17
3 1 10 14
JaCien
Russia
3 8 3 12
AUGUST 10
Australia
4 0 5 9
1900 — Jack Nicklaus wins his fifth PGA
Italy
3 4 2 9
Championship with a record score of 274,seven
4 1
1 6
strokes ahead of Andy Bean
So
Hun
unrea
3 2 1 6

SI
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PRO FOOTBALL

SUMMER OLYMPICS
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From Page 9A

atria Svitolina of Ukraine. The

getting off to a

top-ranked American won't get
a chance to defend the gold she

good start helps," Coach McElowell said. "She knows when

won in London. Williams looked

she's rushing and I think that
shows maturity. She knows what

out of sorts and irritated, accumulating 37 unforced errors.

she's doing."

She had five double-faults in one

Graves County's Nicole Taylor shot a 42 to tie Welsh for the

game alone in the 6-4, 6-3
to

runner-up spot in the individual

High's Preston English was the
medalist after firing a 1-over 37,
but Calloway County received
four scores at 42 or less as the
kakers defeated the Tigers 163168. Graves County (170) finished third and Livingston Central (179) was fourth.

mate Tanner Hicks joined him
with a 40. Isaiah Butler trimmed

secured a spot in the women's

ta have drawn more attention

14-12 loss to Japan in its first
game of rugby sevens. New
Zealand is a 12-time world series champion and one of the
top contenders for the first rugby

Parke)
cludes
launched

for learni
teries of
step tow

Pele tweeted that he hopes to
appear at the closing ceremony

A Ukrainian javelin thrower
was stripped of his silver medal

after missing the opening because of his health. The soccer

did two t

from the 2012 London Olympics, becoming the latest athlete

great was the organizers' preferred choice to light the caul-

could pla

disqualified after the retesting

dron, but first cited sponsorship

perform(

of stored doping samples. Oleksandr Pyatnytsya tested positive
for the steroid turinabol and was

concerns for staying away.

JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times

Calloway County golfer Connor Steele watches his shot
from the No. 2 fairway on Tuesday at Oaks Country Club.

•Calloway...

and Joza Mikulcik are going to
be center defenders, then we'll

From Page 9A

fill in with girls on the outside
how we need them," Stoma said.

and giving up only 30. Still, Calbut it was scorching hot and,
with more than 40 golfers out

winning season after five of its
eight losses were by two goals

he came in as a junior and was
shooting some of the highest

scores. Brogan Welsh tied Steele
and Hicks as the runners-up

there, we had to keep our kids
on hold," Hargrove said. "The

or less.

numbers he'd ever shot," Callo-

after shooting a 40 for MHS,
while Nathan Walton added a

grass around the course played
long with the lack of rain we've

the plan is to keep limiting the
opponents' goal, but Stom has

42. Blake Newson had a 49 in
the No.4 slot and Jack Epperson

had and it definitely affected

hinted at returning to a 4-2-3-1

our team score. The rough area
have had five- and six-inch deep

set, keeping some options open.

U.S. Open-like roughs that you
do not see around western Ken-

in 2015), Kallie Garrison and

tucky this time of year."

ster the offense at the forward

irons and, every time I've seen
him hit a ball, it's dead straight.

ended up with a 52.

He's figured out something and

County with a 41, while teammates Dawson Fowler and Jake

Ryan

Overby

led

Graves

Morgan had identical 42s. Dana
Barnes topped Livingston Cen-

itive on Tuesday that Garrison

tral with a43.

Capps shot a 43 for CCHS and
fifth-leading

Hargrove said the match,
played in 90-degree heat, turned

scorer. Daniel Bowden added a

Oaks into a tough course Tues-

45, while Clayton Bobo chipped

day.

in a 47 and Johnathan Kuykend-

to a 0-0 draw with South Africa, The Brazilians had already

or skate.

Medal Stripped

In addition to English, the
Tigers also created some solid

team's

helped off with an ankle injury
during New Zealand's shocking

graceful

smiled and stuck her arms out in
front of her, palms up, as if waking up from a dream.

played great at regionals as a
sophomore with a 76 and, then,

his

undulatir
was

gled at the Olympics. The women's team will face Australia in a
quarterfinal match on Friday.

loway County hardly managed a

was

Williams

room. Svitolina, who had never
before played in an Olympics,

awesome,

The Lakers were so compet-

Bill

building ;

The

seems to be working."

Sonny

interdisci

all contributed a 53.

I don't know what it is, but it

ing the I

Rugby Stunner

Host country Brazil played

soccer quarterfinals before their
match. The team and star Mar-

body. W
the gold

medals awarded at an Olympics

tell you he had a down year. He

is completely dead-on with his

tional Olympic Committee said.

contracti
a downs

Pele Improving

commitments and later health

sparking

from mar

Parke:
But as

a

welcome,

velopmei

"Bio-t
with syn
materials
pen," Pa

terview Connor, he'd probably

grove said. "This year, Connor

the London Games and ordered
to return his medal, the Interna-

G of the women's soccer tournament and will play in the quarterfinals.

disqualified from

in 92 years.

The first, in the 26th minute, was

five shots off his score from last
Thursday's dual against Hick-

way County golf coach TJ. Har-

retroactively

while Brazil's men have strug-

Catalina Usme beat U.S.
goalie Hope Solo on a pair of
free kicks to draw Colombia to
a 2-2 tie with the United States.

'
Connor Steele ended up with a
40 for CCHS. This time, team-

"Last year, if you were to in-

Svitolina.

her forehead,

On the Pitch

For the second straight match,

Gallimore registered a 42.

20th-ranked

loss

picked up her rackets and headed back quickly to the locker

In the boys match, Murray

man County to card a 41 and Ty

the

Williams wiped

standings.

.

goal, and first ever goal against
the United States, Team USA
still emerged at the top of Group

From Page 9A

(53) and Kennedy Keller (53).
"Delaney

Colombia's first ever Olympic

"Oaks played tough today.

greens

were

Murray High plays in the All

Running a 4-4-2 formation,

Reagan Pittenger (13' goals
Kirsten Houston return to bolposition, but

the

absence

of

A Boys and Girls Golf Region
1 Tournament at Silo's Country

Emma Gallimore to graduation

Club at 9 a.m. Friday. Calloway

may have to yield patience as the

County and Murray High both
play in the Paducah Tilghman

Lady Lakers re-tool after losing

Invitation on Saturday at Paxton
Park,IS

Balmer, Lauren Eastwood and

their entire middle line.
"Unfortunately, those

girls

listed are our entire middle core,
so we've got to replace that.
We've got some girls coming
into those spots, but that kind
of puts us behind the eight-ball.
We're adjusting. Keeli Puckett

II Cardinals...
From Page 9A
Reds a

2- l

To

lead.

ly in 18 of his last 19 games.
Finnegan struck out five, but
walked six in six innings. Michael Lorenzen (2-0) gave up a
run in two innings of relief and
Raisel Iglesias picked up his first
major league save.
"We've

had

a lot of beer

showers at the end of a win with
guys getting their first hit or
their first save or their first win,"

coach (Vanessa Phillips-Boss-

behind a little further, Mickenna Butterworth (eight goals in

hart) worked with her all summer. Hannah got the footwork

2015) and Suzann Grady (preseason knee injury) will not be

down and she made some tremendous saves at camp," Stom

part of the offensive rotation

said.

when

With defending Region 1
Tournament champion Murray

the

Calloway

County

Lady Lakers take the field for
the start of the season Tuesday
against University Heights at the

McCracken County team poised

Elizabeth McClain, Mallory
Hlava and Kirsten Houston are

to cross off their own checklists,
Region 1 will likely be repre-

expected to see time at midfield

sented by District 2.

and a young core of Kaylee Fiain,Zoey Stom and Elissa Wick-

It's hard to single out a single team the Lady Lakers are focused on. The entire schedule is

er will fill the gaps elsewhere.
Goalkeeper Brittany Robertson also graduated, along with
the 27 goals allowed in 2015.
Hannah

Dodd,

Robertson's

backup last season, is ready to
step into the limelight after a
stellar showcase at Murray State
Camp. Dodd did not allow a

stole three

"We're marking down any
district game we play. It's going
to be a challenge and it's going
to be tough to win our district.
We'll get the players input and
see what their mindset is, but
I'm hoping my goals coincide
with what they want to accom-

four games a year ago.

plish this season," Stom said.
•

bases (48) than the Reds have
wins (46).

Louisville. Simon is scheduled
to pitch two innings and Morris

picked off today and a bunch of
guys would have shut it down
after that. That's something I
feel comfortable in. I'm going
to come out next time and get
you."

Parking Issues

one.
Cardinals: RHP Michael Wacha (strained right shoulder) was
placed on the DL and Reyes was
promoted from Triple-A Memphis.

Up Next
Reds: RHP Anthony DeSclafani (6-0, 2.94 ERA) is coming

The Cardinals closed their
locker room for about 10 minutes to discuss temporary park-

off a no-decision against Pittsburgh in which he gave up two

ing arrangements in preparation
for the Paul McCartney concert

he became the first Reds rookie
since Ewell Blackwell in 1946
to face St. Louis in consecutive

Saturday at Busch Stadium.

Trainer's Room
Reds: RHP Alfredo Simon
(right trapezius) and RHP AJ.

bases

a challenge in its own.

goal while seeing limited time in

that's the fun part of youth."

Hamilton

High, Graves County, Marshall
County and an up-and-coming

Jim Nix Soccer Complex.

manager Bryan Price said."And

Run Billy Run

"Murray State's goalkeeping

County

"My main job is getting on
Hamilton said. "I got

Joey Votto had two hits, an

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

Calloway

base,"

RBI and a walk and has hit safe-

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

put

She may not possess the size,
but Dodd's technique is second
to none.

and he has nine steals in his past

Morris (strained right shoulder)
will continue their rehab assign-

three games He has more stolen

ment

Wednesday

at

Triple-A

runs in six innings. Last season,

starts and win them both.
Cardinals: LHP Jaime Garcia
(8-8, 4.04) is coming off eight
shutout innings in a 1-0 win over
Atlanta. He drove in the lone run
of that game with a single and
allowed just three hits. III
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Cyborg stingray swims toward Japan's emperor suggests he
light,breaks new ground
would like to abdicate
By MAM YAMAGUCHI
Associated Press

By MATT O'BRIEN
Associated Press
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —
(AP) The idea of taking apart
a rat's heart and transforming it
into a tissue-engineered stingray
first came to Kevin Kit Parker
during a trip to the New England
Aquarium with his daughter.
Four years later, a robotic
ray that swims toward light has
made the cover of Science Magazine and is pushing the limits
of what's possible in the design
of machines powered by living
cells.
A research team based at
Harvard University's Disease
Biophysics Group, which Parker
directs, created the translucent,
penny-sized ray with a gold
skeleton and silicone fins layered with the heart muscle cells
of a rat.
It's remote-controlled, guided by a blinking blue flashlight.
Each burst of blue sets off a cascade of signals through the cells,
which have been genetically-engineered to respond to light. The
contraction of the tissue creates
a downward motion on the ray's
body. When the tissue relaxes,
the gold skeleton recoils moving the fin upward again in an
undulating cycle that mimics the
graceful swimming of a real ray
or skate.
Parker, whose research includes cardiac cell biology,
launched the project as a method
for learning more about the mysteries of the human heart and a
step toward the far-off goal of
building an artificial one. But the
interdisciplinary project is also
sparking interest in other fields,
from marine biology to robotics.
Parker is not a roboticist.
But as an Army veteran who
did two tours in Afghanistan, he
welcomes any part his stingrays
could play in advancing the development of machines able to
perform dangerous jobs.
"Bio-hybrid machines things
with synthetic parts and living
materials they're going to happen," Parker said. "I've spent
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STEVEN SENNE/Associsted Press
In this Aug. 3 photo, a tissue-engineered robot swims in
a tank of water in a laboratory at Harvard University in
Cambridge, Mass. The stingray-shaped robot, capable of
paddling in water after exposure to blue light, has a gold
skeleton, silicone fins and the heart muscle cells of a rat.
time getting shot at and seen a glimpse of autonomy, said
people getting shot. If I could John Long, a professor of biolbuild a cyborg so my buddy ogy and cognitive science who
doesn't have to crawl into that directs Vassar College's Interditch to look for an 1ED, I'd do disciplinary Robotics Research
that in a heartbeat."
Laboratory.
When he first asked postdoc"By putting in the light contoral researcher Sung-Jin Park to trol they have a way of conhelp him create the stingray four trolling the cell without a neryears ago, the bench scientist vous system," said Long, who
was doubtful.
was not involved in the stingray
"I had this whole idea of a research. "We used to control
laser-guided, tissue-engineered puppets with strings. Now we
stingray made out of rat," Park- can do it with light."
er said. "He looked at me like a
Long says the creation could
hog staring at a wristwatch. He spark new research into autonwas like,'Have I trusted my ca- omous, part-living machines.
reer to this yahoo'? I think he He envisions a time when a
thought I was unglued."
packet of micro-rays could be
Indeed, the project to build unleashed into a busted sewage
the ray was more difficult and pipe with simple sensors to meaexpensive close to $1 million, sure acidity.
according to Parker than either
The stingrays in Harvard's
of them imagined. A mechan- lab Park and his colleagues built
ical engineer by training, Park more than 200 of the tiny creahad to delve into molecular and tures during years of research
cell biology.The team pulled ex- won't be going into any pipe or
perts from diverse fields, includ- ocean. They swim in a pool of
ing an ichthyologist someone warm liquid solution filled with
who studies fish to understand sugar and salt. The cells couldn't
and help replicate a ray's mus- survive outside of a dish and
cle structure and biomechanics. weren't designed to, though
Their work was published in Long said it would be pbssiScience last month.
ble to give a similar creature a
Biologically-inspired robots skin that wraps up the solution
aren't new. A precursor to the and creates a kind of circulatory
stingray was a tissue-engineered system. Battery power is a big
jellyfish Parker helped create in challenge for robots, especially
2012, also with the aim of un- for tiny, lightweight machines,
derstanding the muscular pump- Long said, but creating a living
ing of a heart. But one of the ro- power system of glucose-fed tisbotic stingray's most intriguing sue could extend a robot's miscontributions is the way it shows sion time.•
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Say HAPPY BIRTHDIF'
• to someone special!

TOKYO — (AP)Japan's emperor expressed concern Monday about fulfilling his duties as
he ages, in a public address that
was remarkable for its rarity and
its suggestion that he would like
to abdicate.
"Fortunately I am now in
good health. However, when
I consider that my fitness level is gradually declining, I am
worried that it may become
more difficult for me to carry
out my duties as the symbol of
the state," Akihito, 82, said in
the 10-minute recorded speech
broadcast on national television.
Japan's post-World War II
constitution restricts what the
emperor can say as a symbolic
monarch with no political power. Akihito repeatedly said he is
aware of the constraints, and as
expected, avoided explicit mention of abdication, which could
have violated those restrictions.
The speech was seen in part
as an attempt to explain to the
public why he might want to
abdicate, and presumably win
public understanding when the
time comes. Sources leaked the
possibility to Japanese media almost four weeks ago, which set
the stage for Monday's address.
Abdication isn't expected to
happen soon, and would require
parliament to approve a change
in the law.
It was only the second time
that Akihito has spoken directly
to the Japanese people over television. In March 2011 he urged
people to work hand-in-hand
to help the victims of a massive earthquake and tsunami in
northeastern Japan.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
said he took Akihito's comments
Monday seriously.
"I think we have to thoroughly think what we can do to accommodate his concerns, taking
into consideration the emperor's
age and the current burden of official duties," Abe said.
Japanese media reports said
the government may consider
enacting a special law allowing
Akihito's abdication that would
not be applicable to his successors, because debate over a revision of the Imperial House Law
could take too much time since
it is likely to reignite debate over

7)1
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KOJI SASAHARA/Assoclated Press
displays Japanese Emperor Akihito delivering
a speech in Tokyo, Monday, Aug. 8, 2016. The Japanese
emperor, In a rare address to the public, signaled Monday his apparent wish to abdicate by expressing concern
about his ability to carry out his duties fully.

A screen

whether to allow female emperors and other divisive issues.
Current law, set in 1947,
is largely inherited from a
19th-century constitution that
banned abdication as a potential
risk to political stability.
While much of the discussion
has centered on Akihito's age
and health, he obliquely introduced at the end of his address
another possible argument for
abdication: a smoother succession process.
Akihito raised concern about
the impact on society when an
emperor falls sick but remains in
power, which experts said was
an apparent reference to his father, Hirohito, who died in 1989
after a protracted illness. Akihito
took the throne at age 55.
Palace doctors regularly announced Hirohito's declining
health condition, and the public
responded by canceling festivals
and other events. Some even
postponed weddings.
"The emperor was so distressed'by the fact (his father's
death) had slowed down social
activities that he has been thinking what can be done to make
a transition smoother in the
future," Ise° Tokoro, a Kyoto
Sangyo University expert on the
imperial family, said on public
broadcaster NHK.
Akihito said the more than
yearlong period of mourning

and funeral events after an emperor's death also places a heavy
strain on those involved, in particular the imperial family.
"It occurs to me from time
to time to wonder whether it is
possible to prevent such a situation," he concluded, perhaps
as strongly as he could suggest
he would like to see a smoother
transition.
Akihito explained at length
how much effort and thought he
has put into his work, traveling
across the country to deepen his
understanding of the people.
A small number of the emperor's duties have been transferred
to Crown Prince Naruhito, but
Akihito said that can't keep
happening. Naruhito, 56, is first
in line to the Chrysanthemum
throne, followed by his younger brother, Prince Akishino, 50,
whose 9-year-old son is ranked
third.
"I think it is not possible to
continue reducing perpetually
the emperor's acts in matters of
state and his duties as the symbol of the state," he said.
Tokoro said Akihito's message signaled his thoughts about
the role of the emperor in an aging society.
"I believe he is mostly talking
about himself, but I think he is
concerned about his successors
down the road," Tokoro said.•
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7 years old • 2-4-15

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

We can not only print your ad, but design it as well.
No Extra Fees • Quick Proof Returns • Unique Ads

$15
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United
Way
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
Achieving preventative
health care and healthy

wag
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
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please call 270-489-

Case No. 15-CI-00414.
Plaintiff: Regions Bank
Defendant: Keith R. Clark, et al
Judgment Amount: $16,687.29
Property Address: 3645 Jones Sparkman Road,
Murray, KY 42071
PVA Parcel No. 023-0-061
Case No, 14-CI-392
Plaintiff: Barry Harrison
Defendant: Ryan B. Edwards', et al
Judgment Amount: $301,496.76
Property Address: 1530 Spring Creek Drive,
Murray, KY
PVA Parcel No.043-H-0001-00036,00037and 00038-A
Case No. 14-CI-00364
Plaintiff: Jamas Fund I, LP
Defendant: Diana Whitney, et al
Judgment Amount: $2,807.31
Property Address: 711 Goodman, Murray, KY 42071
PVA Parcel No. 008-0-0024-00016
Case No. 15-CI-00411
Plaintiff The Money Source, Inc.
Defendant: Christopher Burnett
Judgment Amount: $83,789.00
Property Address: 11827 State Route 94 East,
Murray, KY
PVA Parcel No. 084-0-0067
Case No. 15-CI-00398
Plaintiff: JPMorgan Chase Bank
Defendant: Crystal LaValle
Judgment Amount: $76,240.60
Property Address: 702 Sycamore Street, Murray, KY
PVA Parcel No. 007-0-0020-00019
Case No. 15-CI-67
Plaintiff: The Bank of New York Mellon
Defendant: Kathy M. Tbdd, et al
Judgment Amount: $82,360.27
Property Address: 606 Lawrence Road, Murray, KY
PVA Parcel No. 024-0-0049-A

2911 to discuss parts
and labor on your 2004

actions will be taken

4,Eyecare Specialties
ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ORANGE/WHITE
Neutered male cat
(on meds) on
Oxford Dr. continues
missing since Aug,
1, during f
storm/thunder.
Now probably
scared/disoriented,
and won't meow.
Could be in garage,
under a house,
under bushes, or
anywhere. If you
know of his
whereabouts,
Please don't try to
catch him. Call 270753-0273.
Reward Offered

*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
*Eye Disease
• Kevin Adams

Subject to conditions prescribed by the Fulton
Independent Schools Board of Education, sealed
bids for a lump-sum contract are invited for the
following work: General Contract (all trades),
Project Number 130416-157. Description of Work:
TPO roof replacement.
Project Cost Range is anticipated to be under
$120,000.
Procedures: Bidding documents will be available to
prime bidders at Paducah Blueprint after August 6,
2016. Documents may be viewed at Paducah
Blueprint, AGC Wee KY Plan Room, and West TN
Plan Room.
A pre-bid meeting will be held on August 15, 2016
at 1:30 P.M. at Fulton Independent School Board
Office

Shipping Help Needed
part-time or fulttime
Apiary in person
308 Main Street Murray

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10-$12/hr.
Drivers license
required.
Call between the hours
of Barn • 10arn. 27°978-7157.

Check Money er.er Visa

CilenDi

91 Spruce Street

ZIp

l4s
Murray Ledger & Tiene
P.O. Box 1040
Murran Ky 42071 .
(270) 733-1916

Is taking applications for
Full and Part Time Trailer Spotters
Must have a Class A CDL

270-759-2500

5pecuslist & Foes-al

CHO

060

FRAM

0259

limits. Water and trash
included $900. 270293-5423

1BR from $345
2811 from $375

271K53-8556
1503 Dulpuld Dr.
TOO 1-0*-545-1533 iir5283

For Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bambie
Ct. North. No Pets No
270-841Smoking.
5653

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
This position may consist of, but not limited to, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, various taxes and payroll.
Bachelor's degree in Accounting or at least five years of
experience in the Accounting field required.
Benefits include 401K Plan, Health, Disability, Life Insurance,
personal and vacation time.

Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets.
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928

Send resume' to
MTG
Attn: Office Manager
PO Box 487
Benton KY 42025

ng ratting position with
elderly. Will work in
home or nursing home.
270-293-5575.

BUYING Silver Dollars
paying $20.00 and up.
270-293-6999.

Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns

Call270-759-5540

9e.m. - 4o.9:111-F tor more details

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program
positions are also available. Call
270-753-6895 to apply
and leave voice message Benefit program
include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

I

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
a

1.
150

Articles
For Sals
RUSSELL
LILLIAN
bedroom suite, $3400
270-705-4800 or
270-705-4801

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
OFFERING one month
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down free rent and free
application fee at
Take home today!
Station 74 in Murray.
3EIR share kitchen and
For Rani
living area. Washer
and Dryer, utilities,
Nice 2BR mobile home
Internet, pool all furNo Pets 270-752-8556
per
nished. $435
320
month.
Call Doug at 618-409Ap111111411 Fallout
0549.
1 OR 2br apts. nea
duplex in
downtown
Murray. Very nice
Lease and deposit quite neighborhood.
and lease
required.
270-753- References
required. $600 month
4109.
with one month rent as
2BR 1.5ba $500 Rent.
deposit. Call 270-759No pets. 906 C
1087
Southwood. 270-2935423.
2BR 1BA Duplex,
2BR Duplexes
CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
Townhouses
back, quiet safe
Available NOW
neighborhood.
starting at
$550/mo, 1 month
$400/month
security, NO pets.
Coleman Real Estate
(270)519-4831.
270-753-9898
No Smoking.

Homes

ROBBIE to the Rescue
is now hiring an
experienced plumber.
CDL is a plus. Also
hiring Plumbers Helper.
Some experienced preferred. Great pay and
benefit package
available
Apply at 10810 Hwy. 79
North Springfield, TN.
-

5X1
10X3
10X2
10X1

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

COMMERCIAL LINES kcee0UNT MANAGER
Responsible for servicing our clients accounts. A Property
and Casualty License for the State of KY is required, along
with a minimum of 5 years of Commercial Insurance
experience.

Deadline for receiving appbcations:
4:00 p.m. Friday, August 12,2016

Offtct

UNIT

3BR 2BA, Duplex wt1t)
bonus room within city

OFFICE MANAGER/EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Responsible for the daily management of the office, and
Corporate records and files, as well as office correspondence
And projects for the Board of Directors. Must
have exceptional communication and organizational
skills to coordinate office operations and
procedures. Bachelors's degree in Business or Management
experience is required.

Questions: Contact the HR Department at
hrillinurrayky.gov or 270-762-0344

1900,4)

28R, IBA duplex
270-753Furnished

MORGAN
TREVATHAN
& GUNN

INSURANCE
Morgan, Trevathan, & Gunn, Inc., an established insurance
agency with multiple locations, is seeking professional and
bright applicants for the following positions:

Starting pay rate:
812.18 /hour

NOW HirIng111
Moues Keeping
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 841 N Murray Ky

F4

Climp Warard

NetWanid

METER READER
(PART-TIME)

However, as a national

I

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

The City of Murray has the
following job oportunity:

webaite. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please cell
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
sob listings. Thank you

Myyl

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Application close date is 6 pm on
Friday, August 26, 2016.

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.

Itarliag•
I%
.110.1
Myr.,

KIr •

YOUR AD HERE'

Calloway County Public Library
710 Main Street, Murray KY

DISCLAIMER

mat-thaw Imes.
Pre-Anarieernem
Director

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

murrayeyecare.com

.cries_

The library is accepting applications for a
Part-Time Clerk/Shelver. The position begins at
minimum wage, and includes night and
-eekend shifts, year-round. Summer availability
is required. Job duties include shelving and
maintenance of materials in Dewey order, and
assisting patrons at the circulation desk.
Applications are available at the library and
must be filled out in person.

and good MVR.
We offer a ggaat pay package.

LEDGER&

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

308 S. 12th
Murray

Part -li m t•( li•rk/S hi•I •r

Seamstress and

Daytime Phone

PRE-PLANNING

Nate

The City °Murray Ian Equal °mei:unity Employer.

State

S

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Ford Truck or legal

Apply at WWW.murrayky.gov/jobe

City

270

Wrecked, running and non-funning
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

ADIEBIISEMENTIPDRALDS

This Advertisement for Bids document is issued by
Ace Design Group, LLC, 1616-A Highway 121
Bypass North, Murray, KY 42071.
Phone: 270-759-4420

Address

1.19

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
The Master Commissioner will offer for sale on or
about the hour of 1000 a.m. Thursday, August 25,
2016, at public auction to the highest bidder at the
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, the following described properties. For complete legal description and source of
title see the Judgment and Order of Sale in each
case.
At the time of sale the successful bidder shall
either pay full cash or make a deposit of ten percent
(10%)of the purchase price with the balance on
credit for thirty (30.1days. If the purchase price is
not paid in full, the successful bidder shall execute a
bond at the time of sale with sufficient surety
approved by the master commissioner prior to the
sale to secure the unpaid balance of the purchase
price. The bond shall bear interims. at the rate of
twelve percent 112%) per annum from the date of
sale until paid. In the event the succesisful bidder is
the plaintiff, then in lieu of the deposit the plaintiff
shall be allowed to bid on credit up to the judgment
amount.
The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorem
taxes due in the year of sale. If applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of
redemption. The sale may be canceled and any
announcements made at the sale take precedence
over printed matter contained herein. The successful
bidder has 10 days after the sale to examine title
and file exceptions, if appropriate. The Master
Commissioner does not have access to the inside of
any property and does not warrant title.
This the 4th day of August, 2016.
GERALD BELL
MASTER COMMISSIONER
213 South 12th Street, PO. Box 1075
MURRAY, KY 42071
270-763-1694

Bids will be received on August 25, 2016 at 200 pm
local time at Fulton Independent Board of
Education Office, 304 West State Line Road, Fulton,
KY
Bid security in the amount of 5% of the bid amount
should be submitted with the bid.

Name
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Wasik!,Alyea 111,3014•sh

38R, C/H/A, New
Remodel,
near
McDonald* $750 Call
270-227-2012

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured

BEAUTIFUL
38R/2
1/2BA house, garage,
patio, all utilities and
appliances
w/W/D.
street from
Across
MSU. $1295. 270-7520616.

75341662

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Inside climate control

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

Storage

HOURS:
MGR-FR I
8.00-4100

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
thterrer ken di Ladt-lollN.1211111.
•MJC
- HMO N.la
Let Electncay, and 24/7 Surname(

iGerisad 11.111edhi & Millii4lefflp•Hwy.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
•insured

(270)489-2839

1900 A N. 12th St P0. Bo 65 Murray. I Y 42071
Office 270 75? 2905 • Fat 270-753 9505

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT
e weekly & special pockupe
siocaify owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784
PRISTINE Roofing
Company
(Murray,
KY). Roof repairs to
new roofs. Shingles,
metal, and rubber
roofs. We fix leaks
guaranteed!
Free
Estimates. 270-2540490

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

For further asasume with Fair
Housing Advertising requirement, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam 7M3 b631000

• • ottandientals .qufifil.com

Ina For Mat

BA duplex.
led
270-753-

IA, Duplex wtih
room within city
Nater and trash
d. $900. 27023

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South

moore's
•Onveways
•Patios
*Stamping
•Garages
Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.
MOW MOOPO
931-281141411SS

KY Lake Murray Area
Lakeway Shores. 2
Lots with private boat
dock with private
community ramp and
dock. 270-436-6063.

Located at Key Auto Parts
I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

R from $345
R from $375

0.753-8558
S Dulguld Dr.

int 2BR, 2BA
>cated Bambie
th. No Pets No
270-841 g.

NG one month
and free
on fee at
74 in Murray.
,re kitchen and
tree. Washer
yer, utilities,
pool all furper
$435

.1/C

A Duplex,
all applilege Deck in
Wet safe
Mood.
>, 1 month
NO pets.
9-4831.
king.
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Times!
Let us help
you
Celebrate
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PAVING
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David 270-227-1106
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0
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X
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V
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AGING
ANATOMY
BAR
BOOTS
BOXY
BRUSHING

A

0

A
CANNON
CANTER
CARTILAGE
CORONET
CRACKED
EQUINE

FARRIER
FEET
FETLOCK
FLOUNDER
FROG
HAMMER

SUDOKU

PINCERS
SHOE
SOLE
THRUSH
UNSHOD
WHITELINE

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wtth
several gken numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 In the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3,0 box contains the some number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudola, increases from Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green

79 1
34 2 76
. 5,
3
_3
6
2
1 5
5 8 2 69
7
8
26
48
6
5
_
37 _
Dif5cultv Level ***

A
HEELS
HOOVES
HORSE
LAMENESS
LAMINMS
PAIN

Answer to previous puzzle

6
4.
5

5 28 6 1 7 9 3 4
346 928 5 1 7
9 7 1 4 538 26
264 785 1 93
8 1_9 3 4 67 52
753 1 92648
632 57948 1
=1 9 7 8 3 4 2 6 5
,4852 6 1 3 7 9
•

11/10

lases C.liallkore
WW W.GECIAUKK AYCOM
(270) 759-0890

Al
PRESSURE WASFillAt

CROSSWORDS

0
0

V

& ins

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

(270)
293-4020

-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS

Experience

A
A

270-293-5949

Gammon. Electrical Contractors. LLC

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY
Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

0
V

X
0

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAP REMOVAL

Zech 270-873-7700

A

LIS
rua•oi

CLEAN C

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

X
0

Concept s SudoKu
270-753-1916

•Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420

Over 28 Years

3

eirthdayS.

•Yard Work
•Pressure Washing

C041702CT Scorr
270-978-7/52

FARRIER WORD SEARCH

ig at 618-409-

(3 duplex in
leighborhood.
:es and lease
$600 month
month rent as
Call 270-759-

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

*C0494IIRC14(

CENTER

BR Apt. Close
pus. NO pets.
Js deposit
i-7928

Engagement's

•Handyman Services

You grow it
We will mow it!

'RFS/06417M

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

"61nniversaryS

Ask for Mike

Free Estimates

"i40.4' CARE'

rilEcuciuld

WniPlirrer d.r

F
D
Y
N
C
Q
N
H
A
0
C
B
A
R
M
C
Q
H
D

270-227-3513

R /T
Lawn Service

•PREssual Waswhvc

2-545-16.33 er1283

A
R
S
O
L
E
I
O
X
F
W
K

270-293-3108

LAWN SERVICE

DC i•VVOSO4P/A10 1
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

Weddings

" For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

(270) 759-0501

Hanel For

WAY GARDENS
3EX DOWNS
ARTMENTS

W LEASING
bedroom Apts.
xept Section
vouchers.
I Mur-Cal Apts.
lorthwood Dr
Aonday,
3sday, Friday.
270-759-4984.
al Housing
portunity
)D #711

Farms

Concrete

Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
UNIT SIZE

270-293-4256

0•119•YSINITI.

Morris Family
A

Ask for Jesse

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commoncial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

nity tams.

Climate Control

t AD

& "tastenard Accepted

Al real eta( advertised herein
is *beet lo the Federal Fest
Housing Act, who& mikes
93egal to advertise arty reference, hrnitation or discrimination based on IOU, color. leigoon
. sex. handbag, Withal infus or rational angel or mienbon lo nuke any with references, lunitations or discruunation
State laws forbid descmniriabon
S the sale, rental or advertiarg
of real esti* based on boors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
I* tell knowinglv accept am
advertise;for Malear Willdt
a Ira in notation or the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advettned are
available on an equal opportu-

For all your storage convenience

Jason HMI
(270) 226-()194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Murray Ledger & Timm Fur
Hosea% Ad Notice

Marthew Imes.
Pre-Arrangement
Faierel Director

Serving
West Kentucky

WI Do inextrice Wait

hale

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

SATURDAY
11100-1200

Hill Appliance
Repair

Weis Damned Floors
Braces & Roor JOIMI
%mocking & Pl.mbng

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-41159

•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

119 E. MAIN ST.
(270)753-6266

of funeral
way Co.

270-293-3248

.coca

WY/W.hdlelectnc

•

BIM

Licensed &
Insured

All jobs - bag or small

DOG Obedience.
giendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858.

_

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

270.206.2517
ATHOS
SALSA
CHART
CROON
HONEY LOCUST
ERG
LEO
DOE

ACROSS
46 Bit of
DEEP
1 Prison
buckshot
PAR IS
TUP
S
head
ALAN
ONE
DOWN
7 Winter
REGAL
NOA
G
1 Simple
blanket
HAYE
card game
11 Each
CPU
WET
SET
2 Gorilla, for
12 Cork's
HONEYSUCKLE
one
country
OLIVE
POISE
13 Henhouse 3 Relieve
PETER
SODAS
4 "Robinson
raider
Yesterday's answer
Crusoe"
14 Land unit
17 Not
33 Silver or
writer
15 Focused
bother
gold
5 Bus.
at work
18 Poe's
35 Pronto, in
course
17 Road
middle
memos
6 Waiting
division
name
36 Take it
room call
20 McCoy's
19"Jealous"
easy
Fall, for
7
nickname
singer
37 Expected
one
23 Yale
21 "Cats"
38 Lyricist
8
"Affliction"
supporter
Gershwin
poet
star
24 Healthy
22 Fills up
40 Suffering
9 Bruins
snack
41 Formerly
24 Shows
legend
26 RN's forte
named
age
27 Yank's foe 10 Tiny
42 Plopped
25 Gun
16 Addis —
28 Ignited
down
30 Desolate
29 Honeyrich
9
2
4
8
1
6
11111
3
7
5
dessert
31 Low digit
11
12
32 Take
14
13
pleasure
in
15
16
33 Citi Field
18
20
17
19
team
111111
34 Marked
24
23
down
27
28
26
UU
37 Eat in
31
111
29
style
39 Lustrous
ill
32
fabrics
34__35 ill
43 Caspian
Sea
39
40 ilill
feeder
dUU
44
44 Showy
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48
45 MN
45 Effortioeseet
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Ts years ago
Pictured are members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
N they exanune the burned portion
Cof a mobile home on Ryman Street,
northeast of Calloway County's
East Elementary School. No injuries
were reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward of Murray celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary on July 24.
Calloway County's Josh Miller
is shown watching his shot on the
green during prep golf at Oaks Hill
Country Club in Clinton. Miller
paced the Lakers with a 38.
, Ouiser (Faye Austin) and Clairee
(Amy Sykes) banter during a rehearsal for Playhouse in the Park's
current show, Steel Magnolias.
, The Murray Art Guild's Summer
Youth Series included a glass painting workshop taught by Annette
Owsley. Pictured are the students
who participated, Nicolas Scott,
Elizabeth Houck, Neely Gibson,
Hal Bogard, Katherine Hill, Alexandra Page, Madison Houck, Apnl
Meadows, Alex Workman, Abby
Gibson, Destiny Owsley and Caroline Hill.
Twenty years ago
Eleanor Mills is the new principal
of Murray Elementary School. A native of Meade County, she attended
Murray State University and did her
ptudent teaching at Murray Elementary with Mary Gail Johnson.
Calloway 'County Circuit Court
Judge David Buckingham will seek
seat on the state's second highest
court.
Pictured is Murray High School
girls soccer coach Mark Kennedy as
he introduces the 1996 Lady Tiger
soccer team at the annual Murray
High School cookout at Ty Holland
Field.
Approximately 150 Calloway
Countians attended the Prayer in the
Park service for the community's
youth at the Playhouse in the Park.
Along with a candlelight vigil, the
program also included a message
from Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott and a chain prayer by some of
the country's religious leaders.
Charles Warner of Murray is
shown taking advantage of the sun-

Murray Ledger & Times

Couple's spare bedroom is no
longer open for guests

shine to return a volley during his
tennis match with partner Charles
Olrey on Murray State University's
Bennie Purcell courts
Thirty years ago
Donna Ellis, a licensed practical
nurse at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital since 1977, has been selected by her fellow employees as
the facility's seventh "Out of the
Ordinary Employee."
Allison Carr, daughter of David and Donna Carr of Murray
was selected first runner-up at
the Miss Kentucky Lake Vacationland pageant at Kentucky
Dam Convention Center.
Forty years ago
Highlighting the "Rock-A-Thon"
scheduled for Aug. 20 on the lawn
of the Calloway County Courthouse
will be a street dance featuring Eugene Kirk and the Country Gentlemen. This event will be sponsored
by Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens and Murray Quota Club.
Members of the McElrath family
gathered for a reunion on Aug. 10,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
S. Major of Murray. Mrs. Major is
the former Marjorie McElrath.
Fifty years ago
Two Murray firemen, Assistant
Chief Paul Jerry Lee and Capt. Bill
Cain, were injured Aug. 10, while
helping to fight the fire at a house
east of Mann Oil Company on Main
Street.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Curd Jr. on Aug.
3
David Fisher of Murray will be a
graduate assistant in physical science department of Illinois State
University, Normal, Illinois.
Sixty years ago
Prentice Lassiter has been named
as director of pupil personnel for
Murray City Schools.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball team state champions, left
this morning for Wilmington, North
Carolina for area competition that
could lead to the finals in Bismark,
North Dakota.

DEAR ABBY; I'm curious to
know your thoughts regarding this
dating situation: If a person has a
prosthetic and the device isn't obvious, when and how would you
recommend it be disclosed to the
dating partner? Is it "too much information" to reveal on a first date?
Would it be all right to wait a couple of dates, see how they go, and
then reveal the fact? Please help, if
you can. -- CURIOUS IN LYNCHBURG
DEAR CURIOUS: I see no rea-

In 1821, Missouri became the
24th state.
In 1921, Franklin D. Roosevelt
was stricken with polio at his summer home on the Canadian island of
Campobello.
In 1949, the National Military
Establishment was renamed the Department of Defense.
In 1969, Leno and Rosemary
LaBianca were murdered in their
Los Angeles home by members of
Charles Manson's cult, one day after
actress Sharon Tate and four other
people had been slain.

In 1975, television personality David Frost announced he had
purchased the exclusive rights to
interview former President Richard
Nixon.
In 1991, nine Buddhists were
found slain at their temple outside
Phoenix,Arizona.
In 1993, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
was sworn in as the second female
justice on the U.S. Supreme Court.
In 1995, Timothy McVeigh and
Terry Nichols were charged with 11
counts in the Oklahoma City bombing.

DEAR ABBY: We are a married couple in our 60s and have no
close family. Before retirement,
we would playfully tease each
other that when we retired, we'd
turn our spare bedroom into a "fun
fantasy adult
room." Fast
forward
-we now have
our special
room,
and
we're having
a blast.
Well, we
got a call
from distant
Dear Abby relatives who
will be headby
ing our way,
Abigail
and
they
asked to stay
Van Buren
with us for
a few days.
How do we explain that we have
no room for them without causing problems? -- DISCREET IN
WASHINGTON
DEAR DISCREET: Be honest
-- to a degree. After telling them
that you are unable to accommodate them, explain that because
you have turned the spare bedroom
into an "entertainment center,"
it is no longer set up for guests,
but you'd love to see them while
they're in town and take them OUT
for dinner. Just remember that if
you are asked, you do not have to
reveal what kind of games you are
playing in there.
••••••

Today Ii Ilistory

son to reveal something like this on
a first -- or even second -- date, and
certainly not with a virtual stranger. "Prosthetics" of various kinds
are common, but few people are
willing to discuss the fact that their
appearance has been enhanced
with false teeth, caps and veneers,
breast implants. Botox or a hair
transplant. People are more than
a prosthetic, so new acquaintances should get to know the person
before receiving that information.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: This politically
divisive year has fueled a debate in
our family. I like to put a political
sticker on my car (on a magnet).
That way I can remove it when I
want. One of my relatives won't
ride in my car if I have my sticker
on. I say it's my car and I can put
what I want on it. He says I should
be "sensitive to others' feelings"
when they are in the car. What
do you think? -- POLITICALLY
STUMPED
DEAR
POLITICALLY
STUMPED: You have a right
to exercise your freedom of expression. If your relative prefers
not to nde in a car with a bumper
sticker advertising "the other" political party, then he or she should
feel free to arrange for alternative
transportation.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips, Contact
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.
*00.0

To receive a collection of Abby's most memorable -- and most
frequently requested -- poems and
essays, send your name and mailing address, plus check or money
orderfor $7(U.S.funds) to: Dear
Abby -- Keepers Booklet,P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447. Shipping and handling are
included in the price.

Drug combination may help if
statin doesn't work alone
DEAR DOCTOR K: Despite
taking statins, my cholesterol
hasn't dropped as low as my doctor would like. I figured he'd put
me on the new PCSK9 inhibitors.
Instead, he suggested that I stay
on my statin,
but also take
another drug
called ezetimibe. What
can you tell
me about this
combination?
DEAR
READER:
From
what
Dr. Komaroff you say, I
assume your
by
doctor
has
Dr. Anthony
used
the
highest dose
Komaroff
of the most
potent statins
before giving up on those drugs.
There are very few people whose
cholesterol does not drop substantially on statins
.alone.
However,if your cholesterol still
is not low enough despite maximizing statin treatment, then you
do need something else. The cholesterol-lowering drugs known as
PCSK9 inhibitors roared onto the
market last year. Thanks to their
impressive performance in clinical
trials -- in one year, they lowered
LDL ("bad") cholesterol levels by
40 to 60 percent -- doctors and patients alike greeted them with excitement. But these drugs aren't for
everyone.
Why? One big reason is cost.
PCSK9 inhibitors cost an estimated $14,600 per year. Did I just
hear you gulp? I thought so. By
contrast, most statins are available
as generics. They can cost as little
as $4 per month through discount
programs at large chain stores.
Moreover, the statins have been
proven to decrease actual heart attacks and strokes. Doctors do not
yet know if the PCSK9 inhibitors
will ultimately do the same. Finally, PCSK9 inhibitors are given by

injection every two to four weeks,
whereas statins are pills.
But when statins alone do not
adequately lower LDL cholesterol, there are other options than the
PCSK9 inhibitors, as well.
One alternative is ezetimibe
(Zetia). This drug blocks cholesterol in food from crossing the
intestinal wall and getting into the
bloodstream. It can lower LDL
levels by roughly 15 to 20 percent
when used alone. And when added
to statins, it can lower cholesterol
further. Ezetimibe has an excellent
safety record and is generally well
tolerated.
One large study compared adding ezetimibe to the statin simvastatin (the combination found in the
drug Vytorin) to using one of the
statin drugs (simvastatin) alone.
The combination was more effective in preventing heart attacks and
strokes.
The study included more than
18,000 people who were recovering from heart attacks. After
six years. LDL levels in the ezetirnibe-plus-simvastatin
group
dropped considerably lower than
in the group taking just simvastatin. More important, comparing a
theoretical group of 100,000 people taking the combined drugs to a
group of the same size taking just
the simvastatin, 2,000 more people taking just simvastatin would
have had another heart attack or a
stroke.
Ezetimibe works when added to
any statin. If the combination of a
statin plus ezetimibe doesn't work
for you,then your doctor may consider a PCSK9 inhibitor.
Not all insurance companies
pay for PCSK9 inhibitors. Those
that do need proof from your doctor that every other way to lower
your cholesterol has not produced
adequate results. Hopefully,adding
ezetimibe will do the trick. I'll bet
it will.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School.)

Mots From Heloise

Today is Wednesday, Aug. 10, the
223rd day of 2016. There are 143
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 10, 1846, President
James K. Polk signed a measure
establishing the Smithsonian Institution.
On this date:
In 1792, during the French Revolution, mobs in Paris attacked the
Tuileries (TWEE'-luh-reez) Palace,
where King Louis XVI resided.(The
king was later arrested, put on trial
ror treason, and executed.)

BABY BLUES*
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OLYMPICS, AllT24:9----------1
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I LOVE WATCHING ATHLETES
PUSH THEMSELVES TO THE
LIMITS OF THEIR ABILITIES!
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KEEP ON

TRUE TO FORM?
Dear Heloise: I don't know where to get an unbiased and correct answer to my question. I suppose
I could go to the deli at my supermarket, but I want
a truthful answer. The MEAT that we buy at the
deli, and packaged meats -- are any of these meats
"formed"? Some of them do
not appear to be sliced off
a regular turkey or chicken
breast.
I know bologna and salami are formed. But roast beef
(which sometimes looks unlike any roast beef I have ever
seen), chicken, turkey and
ham? There is nothing on any
labels that tells us. Can you
help me?-- Diane K., via email
by
Help from Heloise is here
on formed or notformed. Ask
Heloise
at the deli
they should be
happy to explain everything to
you. You most likely will get a truthful answer; they
want you to come back as a customer.
You are thinking in the right direction. Most
lunchmeat and some items for sale at the deli are
"formed" pieces of the "meat or fowl" put together and shaped into a loaf or roll. Packages of
lunchmeat, which are all the same square size, are
"formed," as you say. Read the list of ingredients
-- that will tell you.
Whole cuts are just that - cut in one piecefrom the
fowl or livestock. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000

Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
PI224 SCISSORS
Dear Heloise: We make a lot of homemade pizzas. Whether I buy a pizza cutter at the dollar store
or pay 20 bucks for a heavier-duty one, they never
seem to last more than a few years.
The pizza cutter broke, and all the knives were in
the dishwasher, so I used kitchen scissors to cut the
pizza. To my delight, it was significantly easier to
cut the pizza. That was nearly five years ago. The
irony is that we've had them for almost 20 years.
-- Mike W., Virginia Beach, Va.
Mike, I'm with you! A sturdy pair of kitchen
shears will do the job nicely. -- Heloise
NO-CRUMB CEREAL
Dear Heloise: I like cold cereal for breakfast and
sometimes for an evening snack. I don't like when
the last Serving in the box has a lot of "dust" and
little bits.
I get my pasta strainer, hold it over the trash bin,
then pour the cereal into it and give the strainer a
little shake. All the "dust" and little bits are strained
out into the trash, and I pour the remaining whole
cereal into my bowl. -- Lee in Connecticut
Lee, you and many of my readers eat cereal for
the evening meal! It's easy, tasty and only one bowl
to wash. I like your hint, and thanks for writing. -Heloise
PECAN PANIC
Dear Heloise: When I make chicken salad, I put
chopped pecans in it. I forgot to grab them at the
store. So, I took ajar of mixed nuts, took the pecans
out, chopped them and added them to my chicken
salad. -- MT.,Woodstock, Va.
(02016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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SIMONE AND I GOT INTO
AN ARGUMENT ABOUT
WHETHER I COULD EVER
BE A WIT.
A
WHAT?

A WIT, LIKE OSCAR WILDE.
SHE SAYS I'M NOT WITTY
ENOUGH.
15
SOMEONE
HIRING
WITS?

WHY CANT SHE SEE
MY POTENTIAL? I'LL
BET AT LEAST 50
PERCENT OF
EVERYTHING I SAY
15 AMUSING.
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\ THAT ONE.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Aug. 11, 2016:
This year many people enjoy your creativity and
your people skills. Few have this combo wrapped
up as nicely as you do. Be forthright in how you
deal with others. If you are single, come fall you
will enter a period where meeting someone of
significance is likely to happen. You don't need to
go to any extremes -- just be open and be yourself.
If you are attached, the two of you enjoy being
together more and more. Keep your bond strong
by taking care of it. SAGITTARIUS loves to be
playful.

demanding right now. Go along with the moment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Tension builds all day. You might feel as if
you do not have a choice, as different people make
requests that are really demands. You could feel a
need to retreat later in the day. You'll want to avoid
problems, especially with a family member.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Be sensitive to your finances. You might
need to say "enough is enough." You will be
coming from a creative point of view when it comes
to how to handle a problem. You have a lot to say,
so speak your mind. Listen to the feedback you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: receive.
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1 -Difficult
*** You are likely to make a good impression
right now. Your concern about your finances could
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
emerge in the afternoon. You'll want to have a
**** You could be mulling over the pros and cons discussion with an expert before making a decision.
of certain situations in an attempt to figure out what In fact, the more infomied you are, the better the
would be best for you. You might decide to reach decision will be.
out to several people you trust and brainstorm with SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
them. A resolution will become possible.
**** You might want to think before you leap
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
into action. Others will seek you out. You could
**** You bring a lot to the table for discussion. become overwhelmed with everything that is
on
It is clear that you would prefer others to handle a your plate; watch a tendency to be short or
curt
difficult or touchy situation. Know that they would
when feeling this way. Be careful, as others might
be only too pleased to follow through. Someone misread your attitude.
could be quite volatile Recognize hostility for what CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
it is.
**** Understand what you are hearing
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Someone might not intentionally distort facts,
**** You could be withdrawn and tired. When
but he or she is likely to pick out what feels most
you re-emerge later, you'll hear news that makes significant to him or her. Listen carefully, but also
you happy. A partner clears a hurdle, which will make a point of doing your own research. Until
delight both of you. It is time for celebration. Youll then, do not get involved.
go along with others' suggestions, even if they AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
seem aggressive.
***** Friends surround you and are likely
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
to distract you. Stay on top of a conversation by
**** You might discover that you have a lot listening and asking questions. You
might be bored
happening around you You'll need to accomplish for a while, but surprises are heading
your way.
a lot quickly. You will be direct in how you handle a Your strong drive draws several others into
the
problem right now. Woe to anyone who tries to stop conversation.
you or even accidently stands in your way
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might not want to take a stand, but you
***** You are full of get-up-and-go. Your will. Understand your limits.
Get to the bottom of a
imagination could go haywire when dealing with problem by detaching and asking
more questions
a problem. A child might create some unexpected of others who also have strong opinions.
Do not
uproar. A love interest seems to be unusually get frustrated when dealing with a fiery
associate.
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